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VOL. XI.— NO.

HOLLAND,

4.

Forgen

J1

icines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and PerrnmArlft*. River street.

yAN PUTTEN, W*., Dealer in

A WEEKLYNEWSPAPER.

T

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

The

Drugs, Medl-

cines. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.

full

H.

to

Editor and Proprietor.

Terms of Subscription:

Per Year

t2.00

Osairal Ssaleri.

Advance.

in

just as they

Corn, shelled |l
BoteU.

of “romance’’ which

fore him,

their

and

at

latter

to the work be-

noon yesterday brought

his task to a successful completion.

It was yesterday morning that tbe

constant circu-

and

all hia energies

operatives brought in information that the
forgers were about to begin operationsin

earnest. Although Allan Pinkerton's

“More than a week ago Allan Pinker- plans were not ripe for the capture of tbe
ton received a telegram from his son entire gang, he decided that tbe prevention
Robert, who was in New York, to the of crime was tbe beat policy to pnraue
eflect that two bands of forgers had Just under tbe circumstances. Every cashier
left that city for the west under the leader- In town was accordinglynotified to be on
ship of the most expert penmen in the tbe alert. Toward noon tbe operatives
country. One gang was headed by the shadowed two of the gang, to the vicinity
well-known George Engle, alias 'Dutch of the Union National and tho Corn ExGeorge.’ Jack Brush was the other change banks. William Pinkerton him*
leader— a forger just liberated from nn self hastened to tho Union National, and

.........

/"'UTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, ProVj prietors.The only first-classHotel in the Feed, fl ton ......................
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
city. Is located in the business center of the town,
“ » 100 fc ......... ...........
first insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms Bariev, f 100 ft ...... .........
nsertion for any period under three mouthe.
in the State. Free bus in connectionwith the Hotel. Holland, Mich.
10-ly
| 8 K. 1 6 M. 1 1 T.
Pearl
rlF
Barley, fHOOft ..... .
350 5 00 1 8 U0
piKENIX
HOTEL.
R. P. Montiethproprietor. Rye »
V bush
bus ......
8 00 | 10 00
.................. 5 00
Located
near
the
Chi.
A
W.
Mich.
K.
R.
deCorn
Con
Meal
fl 100 lbs
................
8 00 10 00 : 17 00
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public,and Fine Corn Meal 6 100 fta
Column ................. 10 00 17 00 | 25 00
its tabic is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommo.................. 17 00 25 00 1 40 00
dation of guests. On Ninth sir, Holland, Mich.
.....
23 00 40 00 | 65 00
.

.

$

*
3 “

in

'shadows' to

M. W. Pinkerton. The

devoted

amount

work;

bushel .....

bushel.. ......... I

is

of tbe

the management
Lieut.

money. We

lation,in regard to detectives

BuckwhestVwboahel .............
Bran, A 100 4s ........ ...........

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

fairly started operations,

give this as an offset to the large

“

red

V

had

discreetlyinto the background, and left

days longer, they would undoubtedlyhave

G,, General Dealers, in Dry Wheat, white fl bushel....;.,.....
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Uatsand Caps,
........
Fbur, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Lancaater Red, » Ashel. .. .

JOB PRINTING Prowtlnil Neatlj Eiecntei

several members of the gang, retired

noted band

a

obtaineda large amount of

Crain, Feii, Etc.

yAN PUTTEN

*

gives the following

and had they remained undetecteda few

Clover seed, fl lb .................
Eggs, * doaen .............. .....
furniture.
Honey, V & .....................
Hsv, p ton.... ..................
\f EVER, H. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Fur|) bushels .............. .
ivl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Onions,
Potatoes, fl bushel ................
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
Timothy Seed, |l bushel ..........

ROGERS.

Tima

Pinkerton,who was known personally to

*

It,

524.

At this stage of the proceedings, William

Foiled.

of forgers. The criminalswere arrested

Apples, W bushel .......... .....
Beans, « bushel. ............
Butter, V lb ...................

HEBE
Druggist A Pharmacist; a
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. VyALSH
W
stock of goods appertaining
the busOFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.
iucss.

NO.

-

account of the capture of

Prodaoi.Eto.

VanDin BKno'sFamily Medicines;EighthSt.

W.

Chicago

WHOLE

1882.

4,

v

If SENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-

®he gdland 6ity gews.

WILLIAM

SATURDAY, MARCH

MICH.,

1

W “
1
“

eastern penitentiary.The latter gained taking the cashier into a private room,
notoriety some years ago from his connec- earnestlywarned him of tbe threatened
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
$1.00
per
day.
Oood
accommodations
can
always
In
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
We coll the attention of ladies to the tion with the Robertson-Gleasongang, danger. While the interview
be relied on. Holland,
S-ly
lines, $2.00 per annum.
whose bond forgeries in New York In- progress a well-dressed, respectable-lookadvertisement in this paper of “Dr. MarNotices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubvolved the sum of $1,500,000.The dis- ing man stepped up to the desk and
LiviryAnd Sale tablis.
chlsi's Uterine Catholicon.” We have iu
lished whttout charge for subscribers.
patch slated that Brush’s gang would presented a check for $480, purportingto
tST All advertising bills collectable quarterly. nOONE U„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office our posession indisputable evidence of its
come
to Chicago,and that Engle’s crowd have been signed by Isaao Waixel, a
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote .L) and barn on Market street. Everythingfirst- worth, and we recommend the afflicted to
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- class.
would probably atop off at some point on well-known stock-yards man. In spite of
try it. This remedy differs from quack
nifies that no paper will be continued after date.
If AVEHKATK, O. J., Livery and Boarding nostrums iu the following respects: 1st. tho road, or would proceed directly to 8t. the warning received an instant before,
II stable.Fine rigs and good horses can alLouis. As the event proved, Engle and tbe forgery wss so perfect that tbe cashier
THIS
0Soa'.e %aZways be relied on. On Fl*h street,near Scott’s It is prepared by a regular physician; 2d.
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
33-tf
ills men came down upon Detroit. Three in good faith handed over to the stranger
It is not recommended for all diseases,
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
VTIBBELINK,J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
YORK.
of the number were arrested. Four or the sum of $480. Just ns tbe man wont

Additional j&xat.

CUTT’ HOTEL. Wm.

O

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and

O

wm

Mich.

Hotel.

PAPER ?*CwK

but only for a particular class, peculiar to

Ninth street, near Market.

itail

Roads.

OUTKAU,
D

W'*, New Meat 51srket, near corner
Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.

'UITE,J.,Dealer

Taking Effect, Sunday Jan.
From Holland

a.

. vegetables

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

Mix- Nt’i
ed. Exp.

Mail.

TOWNS.

m.

p.m.

T

Holland.

to

a.

m.

a.

But

Saagatuclc

10 55 10 40 12 30 ....Richmond.

and 66 Canai

m.

2 55 7 20 4 45

.....

Bangor. ... 200 5 15 8 35

7 30

P., Justice of the Peace aud
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,

O

Michigan.

y_iy

I>

U

E8T, R.

B.,

Physicianand Surgeon, can bo

Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint.

town that the

Lyman

la It not worth the small price of 75 cents to operations.
J. Gage, of the First
yourself of every symptom of there distressNational
hank,
was
called
and
ing complaintr. if you think so, call at our store
and get a bottleof hiloh’sVltallrer,every bottle
warned, and Mr. Gage notified all the
... * Pr,Dted gnaranteeon it. use accordingly and
If it does you no good It will cost you notnlng. other houses in town of tbe danger ahead.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
free

upon

In

to

Mich.

Rapids.

had

CATARRH REMEDY.

IV

-

much

m.

OCHOUTEN,

--

m. p.m.

a.

m.

p.m.

a. ra.

On Sunday morning

the Night Express leaves
Holland2:30 and arrivesin Grand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.

---

VI ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon
*Tl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county, the

Mich. Officehours from 10

;

to i2 a.

m.

26-ly.

direcllons,every bottle is warranted them, for instance, would call on

to give

satisfaction. 40-tf

Plttsgraplir.

J_£IGGINS,B. P.

Holland to

to

Hollantf

6 00 .... 12 15 ...West Olive... 8 05 10 05
••• •

• a

sa

•

...

7 20 4 50

1

‘W. p.m.

p.

„

2 30 9 00

p.m.

to

a.

m.

p.

m.

From Allegan to
Holland.

m.

3 25

a.m. p. m.
11 45 •5 45

11 15

8 49

5 10

4 00

the lieutenant had seen Charley Preston,

tbe

'go-between/

hand tbe check to

the

respectable-looking stranger, and then dis-

appear. William Pinkerton and tbe
lieutenantleft the bank at once, and
arrested their man before he had pro-

wm

man

hide

A few hours

later, Charley Preston, 'the

go-between,’was found in a saloon on

Fourth avenue, near Harrison street,
where he was apparentlykeeping an appointment. Tbe man be expected soon
showed up and
rest.

The

wm

also placed under ar-

third individual gave the

name

of 'George Hatfield,’ but was very easily
identifiedm Jack Brush himself, the leader of

He

the gang.

a man about 46

is

years old, five feet ten inches high, with
dark eyes and complexion,and a crooked

nose. He was genteelv dressed.
An elegantly-dressed Individual found
in Brush’s company, gave the name of
John Morton, and said that he followed
tbe professionof a gambler. His ap-

neighboringfirm, asking

it

for

wm

strange, he would explain that he wanted
to

send to the country.

The

by tbe fraternity of
green cloth. He was tall and well

flashy style affected
the

effleient

and make out a bogus check for a large made a record for himself in New York,
amount. Mr. Brush always proceeded Philadelphia,and other eastern cities.
IndependentOrder
scraggy and feeble they need treatment with extreme delicacy and caution. He
He used to associatedalmost exclusively
with Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder. It intended to pass small checks first as
with bank burglars, and it is only of late

o. of o. r.

Lodge, No. 192,

m.

•10 45

11 35

l

885
p.

tbe

Druggists.

30 ...Muskegon... 1 06 8 15 8 00

m.

„ ALLEGAN BRANCH.
Allegan.

From Holland
a.

... Ferry sburg...

of

street,

in Rheumatism, Bruises, check once obtained was taken directly to bnilt with a light complexion and a strawBurns, Scratches and many other ills in- Jack Brush, who, after securing a check colored mustache. It wu not long before
cident to man aud beast. Sold by all book from the bank, wonid counterfeit Mr. John Morton wm identified m Jack
the signature of the hide and tallow firm,
40-tf
Miller, a notorious criminal, who bu

6 85 4 15 13 40 ..Grand Haven.. 3 40 9 10 8 40
6 50 4 20 13 50

tallow. He would then have
a

a trial. Sold by all Druggists. 40-tf

most

is

and Eighth Street.

945

Johns villc.... *....

a worm

a

and tallow firm and purchaae a barrel of

Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment the check

18 20 ....Bushklll ....
13 85

unrivaled as
them

Witolu and Jivilry.

a.m. p. m.
8 25 10 45 t9 40

p. ra.

+5 30 8 25 11 45 ....Holland. ...

•

the leading Photographer,Gal-

From Muskegon

_ Muskegon.
a. m. P-m a. m.

formationthat tbe stranger was one
forgers. A moment before, In the

carted to pearance seemed to substantiate tbe statea check In ment, for be sported a gorgeous diamond
medicine. Give
payment. If this request should appear horse-shoe,sod
rigged out In the

Dr. Jnques’ German Worm Cakes stand

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From

bank, hastenedin with tbe astounding in-

dressed.

festive forgers had begun

found In his office, on River street,next door
the meantime Preston
been
to D. R. Meengs. drug store, on Tuesdays,Thurs
We have a speedy and positive cure for Catarrh,
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
days and Saturdays, and the balance of the week Diphtheria, Canker mouth aud Head Ache, in 'shadowed' from place to place, and bad
he will treat the Eye aud Ear at No. 132 Monroe SHILOH’S
A nasal In- been seen at Intervals in conference with
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids
st., Grand Rapids,
8-iy
lector free with each bottle.Use it If you desire
Grand
to Holland.
health and sweet breath. Price 50 cis. Sold by D
no less than five of bis friends. Preston,
a.m. p.m.
a. m. a. m. p.m.
1/ REM KR8, )(., Physician and Surgeon. Resi- R. Meengs.
is; •8 15 3 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 •9 10 tioio
however, was always on the alert, and so
dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Market street. Office one door west of Van RaaJte’s
Do
not
neglect
a
Cough
or
Cold
until
it
difficulty was found in tracking
# 85 840 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55 boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. ra. to
12 m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
5U-ly
is too late, try Eilert’s Extract of Tar and
him and hiscompaniona that five operatives
5 57 9 20 3 53 ..Hudsonvllle...11 15 740 9 25
Wild Cherry, we arc sure you will be con- were placed on the scent. The detectives
F. J., Physician and Accoucher.
6 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandville...
11 00 7 10 9 05 kj Office at Dr. Schouteu’sdrug store. Eighth vinced of its merits, Chronic Coughs, and
discovered that tbe following method was
street.
4<J ly.
6 85 10 30 4 30 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 85 8 45
even Consumptives are cured by following uniformly pursued by the forgers: One of
a.

W. Pinker*

had been watching outside tbe

Y.

PlyileiABi.

a.m.

who

wm

5 50 ....Chicago..... 9 00
9 10
p .m. p. m. p. m.
a. m. a. m. p.m.

On Saturday ulght the Night express north runs
wri er, leavingChicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 2:24 Sunday morning.

too,

mr.

OTEGENGA, A.

11 40 1 00 11 55

.

was former-

a ‘go-between’for Charles O. Brockway, a notorious forger, who Is now serving a term of eight years in the Rhode
Island penitentiary.One of Pinkerton's
operatives, who happened to be on duty
at tbe Palmer house, was promptly de-

2 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00

3 30 6 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo.

circles of differentcities, fie

tf

ly

v

1 50 3 10 3 80 .Benton Harbor.12 50 8 15 3 10
3 05 3 30

52—

VAN

I

13 00 13 15 13 55 ..Gd. Junction,. 2 15 5 45 3 55
13 29 12 50 1 10

street

out with the money, Lieut. M.

Oh, Whit A Cough!
[TEaLD, R. K., Manufacturer of andDeaJerin
Will you heed the waralsg. The algnal perhaps
LI. * Agricultural Implemeuta ; commission agent
ceeded a block. The money
found
of the sure approach of that more terribledlseaae
for Mowing Machinea • cor. 10th A River street.
Conaumptlon.Aakyouraelvea If you can afford
intact on the .prisoner’s person, and was
DAUELS,
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors for the rake of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and
banded back to tbe cashier. Tbe
of Ptugger Milm; (Steam Saw and Fiour do nothing for it. He know from experience
that Shiloh's Cure will cure jour cough. It never
Mills.) near foot of 8th atrset.
who presentedthe check gave the name
[alia. This explains whymore than a million
VyiLMB, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and bottle*were Bold the part
It relievesCroup,
tailed to 'shadow' Preston. Allan Pink- of William Lawrence, and said that ha
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothers do not be
10th and River streeta.
He seemed
without ll. For Lame Back, Side or Chert use erton directed William tbe same after- billed from Buffalo, N.
Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R. Meeugs.
wall
HotAr? Publlei.
noon to notify ail the principal bankers in to be about 45 years of age, and

3 05 7 35 5 00

..

Bedford.

KABufiotorlM, XUlt, Slept, Ite.

+1020 9 90 11 50 ....Holland.....'3 25 8 00 5 15
10 40 10 10 13 08

in all kinds of meats and
Meal Market on 8th street.

;

yANDERUAAR,

From Chicago

Chicago.
Nl’t MixMall.
Exp. ed.
to

p.m. a.m.

1882. |

15,

recommendedand used five others scattered, and escaped.
Jack Brush's gang must have reached
in practice by many physicians, one of
whom at least is well own to the people Chicago about Feb. 1st. Last Saturday,
Feb. 28, William Pinkerton returned
of New
47— ly.
borne from Arizona, and on the same day
No one should neglect this rare oppor- visited the Palmer bouse. At the entrance
tunity in securing,good bargainsin bool4, of the hotel be ran across Charley Presshoes and clothing at the marshal sale, 64 ton, a character well known in the police
females; 8d.i ll it

Mist Markin.

When

Viaiting brothers arecordlallylnviled.

M. niBRIHOTOI.,

R.

horses

aud

cattle

are

spiritless,

purifiesthe blood, improves the appetite, ‘feelers,’ and to reserve large and daring

and Distempers, Invigorates operationsuntil it was nearly time to
the System and keep the Animal in a ‘jump the town.’ In the monner above
Healthy, Handsome Condition. Sold by described, checks were obtained from
cures Colds

^

F. t A. X.

all

.sharp.

Druggists.

40-tf

Oberne, Hosick A

Co

, D. F.

McDaniel

that he

bu taken a ‘new departure’in

tbe line of forxery.

Miller is the
time ago iu

A Pa. He

a

man who

figured

some

great seosation at Resding,

captured the affections

of

a

Both A Co., wealthy young lady there, and induced her
28, atTj’clock,
r
1 00 4 15
The United States marshal sale of boots, a commission firm, and a number of other to steal $15,000 in goverment bonds from
10 53 4 15 „ ,
,
H- °- “ATIUU.W.M.
D. L. Botd, Sec v.
shoes and clothing, 64 and 66 Canal street, business houses in the city and at the her father, anfl then elope with him. He
13 45 4 40
10 30 380
p. m. p.m.
a. m. p.m.
We wish to call your attention to the is fast approaching close. The stock stock-yards.The checks secured were will probably be banded over to tbe
is decreased every day, for everybody is payable at the MerchanU’ National bank, authoritiesof New Jersey, for he is
• Mixed trains.
advertisementof the Army and Navy
t Runs dally, all other trains daily except Suntrying to purchase while there is a well se- tbe First National, tbe Union National, ‘wanted’ in that state for a number of
Liniment. If you are troubled with
day. All trains ran by Chicago time.
lected stock on hand. As soon as the the Canadian Bank of Commerce, tbe daring crimes.
Rheumatism or Neuralgia, Diptheria or
Miller’* baggage wu found at a downstock passes the hands of the marshal no British Bank of North America, and a
Croup, call on H. Walsh, and get a bot«
town
hotel. Lawrence wm stopping at
one
can
ever
get
the
same
goods
at
40
per
number
of
smaller
institutions.
In
many
iusinejtf
tie. It is a sure cure. See advertisement.
the
Clarence
house, on State street,and
cent, of each
52— tt instances small counterfeit checks were
Preston
and
Brush
had furnished rooms
passed as 'feelers,’ and Brnah was handAttoraryi,
Mr. R. Van Kampen baa got all the
at
No.
871
Wabuh
avenue.
On reaching
DR TOWNS will return to the City ling hia men with great caation, and pavrOWARD,M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and necessary tools to move, raise ort lower Hotel, March 1st, for a few days, where ing his way for Jobs of greater magnitude. their apartments, the detectivesfound inks,
L Notary Pnblle: River street.
buildings at short notice. He is also prehe will make the trentment of chronic dit
It was necessary for him to have assist- dyes, lithographers’cards, counterfeit
pared
to bnild new dwellings, or repair
VCOBRIDK, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
ants,
for tho reason that the expert pen- checks on •)] the principal banks in
eases
a
specialty.
Consultation
free
and
ifl Lepplg’a Block, Grand Rgpids, Michigan. old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
Business in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
men
of a gang of forgers never passes a Chicago, us well u a number of genuine
52-tf
will be promptly attended to.
p-iy
joiner’s
ig_iy
counterfeit note. He seldom ever hands checks, and several bogus ones in course
TIARKS, W. H. Attorney and Connectorat Law.
of preparatiou. Had the arrests been
Honorable
Mention.
it directly to tbe man who is to present It,
The Army and Navy Liniment takes
corner of River and Eighth streets.
Of
ail
the
remedies
on
earth
that
well
but turns it over to a ‘go-between,’and postponed,it is impossible to tell what
the soreness out of • spavin, ringbone,
CouliHa BmUit.
may
claim
attention,
Dr. Thomas’ Eelectric the latter passes It to a third confederate, amount of money the forgers might have
splint or curb, and arrest their growth.
TIKACH W, H. Commission Merchant, and
Oil commands especial mention. For whose business it is to capture the cash. secured. As it is, their extensive schemes
dealer In Grain. Flour and Produce. High- Cares colic, scratches and other deseases.
wondrous power to cure disease, iu fame Every movement made by a member of were literally 'nipped in tbe bud.’ "
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick Particulars call at
11

07

4 55

u

Co., William Deering, C. J.

.

dollar.

*

work.

confidential.

1

O

store cor. Eighth A Fish streets,Holland. Mich. 17

H. WALSH, Druggist.

there's none can throttle. Its merits are
not iu the puff, but in the bottle. Rheu-

8w|> ill MsdlMass.
Sixty cents buys you a dollar’sworth of

Brush’s gang for two or three days
wu watched, and wherever the forgers

No remedy

came luto
hu so folly won the
confidence of mankind, Ayer*a Cherry
Pectoral for the cure of Coughs, Colds
iu the world ever

such universal

use, or

matism, neuralgis,sore throat, asthma, went, whether to business houses or to
TVOKSBURG.J.-O., Dealerin Drugsand Medlclnss, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Phy- boots, shoes and clothing at the marshal broochitis, diphtheria, etc., are all cured
banka, silent and observant detectives
etetan sprescriptionscarefully
put up: Eighth st.
sale, 64 and 66 Cana!
52— tf by Thomas’ Eclectric OH.
were at their heels.
and Consumption.

IJ

street.

________

-

______

_

_

_______

_____

_

______

_

.

-

__

___

------

.

__

-

Aik

-

pm,

ijfaBintil {|ilg

HOLLAND

J. N. Armentront,Clinton ; Treasurer of
Slate. John Btudebaker, Wells ; Attorney General, M. L. Lee, of Delaware

:

The news from

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.

The Republican loaders

of

Texas held

a conference at Fort Worth, and resolved to

THE EAST.
The State of Pennsylvaniaclaims

extend their rapportto independentcandidates
for State and Federal offices. Steps will be
taken to bring about an anti-Bourbou convention at Austin in July, and ex-Gov.Throckmorton will be asked to head the ticket.

loan than

$3,145,000 for taxes, interest and penalties,and

beginningof
be again resorted to. Volunteersfrom Russia ana the Sl&v provinces continueto arrive in
Bulgaria, and freely proclaim their anxiety to
hasten on to a conflictin which they sssert that
Russia will not bo slow to take a hand
As a
proof of friendship for Austria the Sultan has
concentrated several battalions of troops to
prevent the Albanians from giving aid to tho
Herzegovinians.

tal.
A Washington dispatch of Feb. 24

to

Mon

:

Tbe

of ex-Senator Conkling,of

New

York, to

Supreme bench caused
by tbe retirementof Mr. Justice Hunt. When
the intelligence was first circulated few persons would beheve it, but wended their way
the Hawaiian to tho office of tho Secretary of the Senate
the vacancy on the

fill

Assembly indicate the complete downfallof tho

for ocular proof, by examination of tho maui-

old missionary influencein the Safidwich islands.

fold copy

Victor Theodore Junod, the celebrated
It is said that John Kelly will enter Swiss doctor and medical writer, is dead ....
Germany and Austria are strengthening their
the field for Mayor of New Torn, at the next
fortresses in anticipation of coming trouble
election....A meetingof citizens of Crittenden The severity of the weather has driven thouscounty,Ark., was held at Marion to petition ands of Herzegoviniansinto the adjoiningstate
Congress for aid. Many people are said to of Montenegro, where they are being relieved
have perished from absolute starvation, and from Russian funds.
some are subsisting on the carcasses of animals
drowned in the overflow.
FORTY-SEVENTHCONGRESS.

the snit opened last week at Harrisburg. The
company's counsel hdmita that its dividends
for seven years were over $10,000,000,and
that its assets aggregate $30,000,000. The
Question is whether the State has power to tax
uie entire capitalstock of an iater*8tate cor*

says

sensation at the capital to-day was the aomina-

—

recent elections for

Remorlaf tke CapitoL

>

The Nomination of Conkllnf Cause*
a Sensation at the National Capi-

used by Ruxsia before tbo
her late war with Turkey appear

tactics which were

The

•

THE SUPREME BENCH.

same

;

Superintendentof Pubi c Instruction)1,Carlton
Bull, Howard : Clerk of the Supreme Court,
Jaret Halter, Floyd. Tbo nomination of the
Supreme Court Judges was referred to the
Central Commiltee. Gen. Weaver addressed
the convention. The plalform adopted is in
the main that of the last National Greenback
Convention hold at Chicago.

OXTY. MIOHXQAH.

from the Standard Oil Company no

A Vienna dispatch

Bulgaria is by no means reassuring. The

of the

lista

of

nominations.

Generally,when the Vico Presidentreceives

(4)

A few yean ago it was the. fashion among
a certain clique of politicians, whoee utterances were echoed by a portion of the press,
to clamor for the removal of the Capitol
from Washington to some representative
Western city near to the geographical center
of the oountrv. The topic seemed to prove
a seven daysr wonder, however, and was
soon fergottenln the rush and requirements
of the nation's urgent business. Now whether
the Capitol wiU ever be removed or not is
not near so interestinga question to some
people as to whether rheumatismcan or will
be removed from their bodies. The subject
of the removal of this disease from the system has very successfullyinterested myriads of people, and, from the extended expressions conveyed by the almoet- innumerable statements received from representatives of every class of the community, we
append the following brief selection— premising, for the benefit of the reader, that
the disease referred to is rheumatism or
neuralgia,and uie remedy is that grand old
panacea— St. Jacobs Oil.— The Rt. Rev.
Bishop Gilmour, Cleveland, Ohio ; “Excellent for Rheumatism and kindred diseases.
It has benefited me greatly. "—Hon. Carter
H. Harrison, Mayor of Chicago: “Have used
it in my family and neighborhood with remarkable results, and I think it an excellent
remedy. "—John Qarr Moody, Esq., Counselor-at-Law, Vallejo,Cal.: "The relief afforded in a short time was such as to make

tho list from the President’s Private Secretary,
one or two Senators will take interest enough
in the document to superintend its removal
from the envelope,and to-day formed no exception to this rule. As the first name ou the
list met tho eye of the presiding officer, he eleporation.
vated his eyebrows considerablyand took a
Charles O. Lokbeb, of New York,
second look as if to reassurehimself that it was
claims to have made a discovery by which airnot an optical delusion. The news spread like
GENERAL.
wildfire, and from the conversation of the
ships become feasible, and proooses to con*
Mr. D&wei presented a petition in the Sen- groups of Senatorsthe spectators in the galler• struct one of 100 tons, fumishea with ample
The Seney party, which is building
steam-power.
ate, on the 21st, in behalf of the Indian tribes, ies rightly inferred that something unusual was
the New York, Chicago and 8t Louis road, in
transpiring below on the floor. The sheet of
and called attention to the fact that 100,000
In his argument in the case of the
manifold was suddenly in great demand, and
tend to retain as a feeder the Lake Erie and
citizens of inflnenoe hod signed similar appeals.
Standard Oil Company, the Attorney General
the grave Solons swarmed around the table of
Western, running from Fremont. Ohio, to
of Pennsylvaniasaid that, as domesticcorpora- Bloomington,Ilk ... .It seems that the special Mr. Plumb favored less sentimentality,and tbe presiding officer with the same eagerness
hoped to see the relations of the Government depicted on their faces that a troop of sehool
envoy of the United States at Chili, Mr. Trestions wore taxed on their whole capitalstock,
to the Indians plsoed on a practical basis. boya would exhibit when the prize roll
H would do them great injustice to admit for- oott, is in no haste to leave Chill Ho has
House Apportionmentbill was is opened for the first time. When
rented a house, and settled down to regular
eign corporations
to compete on an equal footpassed. Mr. McMillan introduced on act it was also learned that ex-Senator
business.
ing withoutexacting the same tribute. Besides
to set apart a portion of Montana for certain
S&rgent
been selected for tho
the Standard had ruined thousands of men by
President Angell, of Michigan Uni- Indian tribes, and to pay each $60,000 per an- vacant mission at Berlin, instead of, as had me disregardthe evidence of my own
its exactions, and monopolised the oil business,
num for ten years. Tne resolution that the been believedby his friends, the portfolio of senses. "—Capt. Paul Boyton, the Worldhad compelled four great railroads to carry versity, who has Just given up the mission to
Arrearsof Pensionslaw should be repealed was the Interior Deportment, the astonishmentand Renowned Swimmer: “I do not see how I
freight on its own terms, and had brought the
China, says that only petroleum and heavy cottabled by 26 to 23. The Senate, in executive comment was increased. It was the general conld get along without St. Jacobs Oil."—
western part of the State to the verge of insur- ton fabricsare imported from the United States.
session, confirmed JohnG. New as Assistant verdict that, notwithstandingall rumors to the Mr. D. W. McDonald, Sergeant-at-Arms of
rection.
The stadentswere recalledfrom Hartford beSecretary of the Tresaury, P. R 8. Pincbback os contrary,the President was capableof keepthe House of Commons, .Ottawa, Can.: “A
cause they were not learning enough of Chinese
Surveyor of Customs at New Orleans, and ing his own counsel, and hod a shell suddenly
WEST.
splendid remedy; cured rheumatism of my
classics.
W.
,G. Frye as Consul General at Halifax. exploded in the Senate chamber it could not
A large public meeting, to denounce
wrist and hand. "—Commander J. B. CoghThe
House
of
Representatives
adopted
a
resohave created more excitementor oonfnsion.
In the United States Circuit Court at
Mormon polygamy, at Parnell Hall, Chicago,
lution that the Secretary of the Interior report
Advices from Utica state that Mr. Conkling lan, U. S. N., Mare Island, Cal.: “Com8L
Louis, the case of the SouthernExpress
the gross and net earnings of the roads now declinesto say anything upon the questionof plete and wonderfulcure of the most painwas presided over by Judge Caton and adCompany vs. the Iron Mountain and Southern comprised in tho Union and Central Pacific accepting the Supreme Court Justiceship.It ful attacks of rheumatism.” — Wm. H.
dressed by John Wentworth, Rov. Dr. Thomas,
lines since the commencementof operations. In is believed in New York by many of the loading Wareing, Esq., Asst. General Supt. New
Bishop Fallows and Joseph Smith, son of the railway was decided in favor of the express
committee of the whole on tho Postoffloe Ap- lawyersthat he will decline the office. Gentle- York Postoffice:“Proved all that is claimed
founder of Mormonism and tbo recognized company. The court held that railroads could
be compelledto provide facilitiesfor the ex- pronriation, an amendment was agreed to that men who know something of his businessen- for the Oil and found efficacious. Ready
leader of the non-polygamicsection of
mails shall be earned on tho fastesttrains gagements say that he bos been retained npon
the chnrch. Largo and influential meetings press business at reasonablerates which were
relief for rheumatic pains." — Ex-Postmasnot to be fixed in advance by the railroad witbont extra charge, under penaltyof a loss cases enough to employ him busily for a year, ter Gen. James, while Postmaster of New
in rapportof the Edmunds bill were also held
of
half
the
compensation.
Mr.
Singleton
was
and
npon
which
an
income
of
at
least
$100,companies. Other roads and express
in Milwaukee, Minneapolis.Keokuk, Morris,
York, tersely and characteristically indorsed
companies are aff-cted by this ruling.... defeatedin an effortto socuso steamboat mail- 000 is assured. So urgent are bis engagements
DL, Providence,R. L, and many other cities
Supt. Wareing’s report by writing: “I conservice throughout the season of navigation that be is reported to have recentlydeclined to
Mrs. Garfield waa visitedat bef homo in CleveThe steamshipliliuoU arrived at Philadelphia,
between 8L Loms and St. PanL It was agreed go to St Louis to argue a railroad case for cur.”
the other day, from Liverpool, with 325 Rusland by a committee appointed by the ex-Conthat not more than $25,000 per year should be
which the extraordinaryfee of $2,000 a day had
federate soldiers of Cincinnati to pre- sian Jewish refugees.
paid to the SL Louis Bridge Company.
been offeredhim.
IBS. UDIi L PIKIHiM, OF LYM, MSS.,
sent her with
series of resolutions,
WASHINGTON.
The bill to ratire(Gen. Grant came up In the
engrossed
parchment,handsomely
framed in marble. Tbo presentation The Secretaryof War in a recent let- Senate Feb. 23. Mr. Bayard moved to amend HE DID NOT
speech was made by Cok C. A. Withers.Mrs. ter to Congress in responseto a resolution of
A representative of the Lynn (Mass.)
by providingfor the payment of a quarter salGarfield and the mother of the late President
Item,
in a late rumble throughout that city,
inquiry famished an abstractof the militia ary to each ex -.Presidentfor life, but it was rewere both deeply affected — Clarenco HighL
gathered, among other scraps of interest
forces
of
the
United
States,
organized
and
unjected.
It
was
agreed
that
the
proposed
reone of the gang who robbed a Rock Island
and information, the following: The first
organ zed, according to the latest returns re- tirementshall be additional to the number autrain at Winston, Mo., pleaded guilty and was
place visited by the reporter waa tho fruit
thorized by law. The bill than passed,by 35
sentencedto twoutv-five years in State prison. ceived at the office of the Adjutant General
to 17, David Davis and four Southern Senators store of Mr. J. Levett,No. 67 Market street,
He was captured s{ the residence of his father, The number of men in each State available for
voting for the measure. This will give Gen.
in response to a rumor that the proprietor
military duty, accordingto this report, are:
in Adair county, Ky.
Grant $12,600 per year for life. Mr. Harris
The Legislatureof Michigan met in Maine ............ 97,S10|Loulaiaua......... 138,175 presented a memorial from the cotton ex- had been cured of the rheumatism by tbe
New Hanipahlre...3:1,708' Texas .............. '60,000
great remedy. Mr. Levett not being in,
extra session Feb. 23 and listened to the mes- Vermont ........ 44,:if>01Arkansas .......... 100,000 change of Memphis, stating the danger to the
the reporter had a talk with his son. Mr.
MawachnMlta
....245,036
Kentucky
.......... 240, "00
nver front from the encroachmentsof the Levett stated that his father had been cured
sage presented by the Chief Executive of the
R Ik ile Island ..... 42.609Teuuemee. ........ 239,584
Mississippi.Mr. George introduced a joint
State. Gov. Jerome recommendedthe passage Counectimt. ...... 7‘>,209Ohio .............. 500,000
of an exceedingly bad attack of rheumatism
resolution authorizing tho Secretary of War to
of laws granting HUte relief to the sufferers New York ......... 457, 4 Vi Indiana ........... 320,546
by the St. Jacobs Oil. He had tho disease
issue
rations
for
the
relief
of
the
laboring
from the recent fires in the Huron Peninsula New Jersey ....... 223,914Mlclilviaa.......... 300,000
in his right arm and shoulder, which bePennsylvania ...... 452,778Illinois............ 850,090 classes in the overflowedregion between Memdistrict, includingthe entire remissionof Uxacame perfectlyhelpless after being affected
Delaware ..........29,311Missouri.. ...... 300,000 phis and Vicksburg. An appropriation of
tion in the burned section. The proposed GenMaryland ........89,344 iWiaconidn.........259.009 $100,000 was quickly passed. In the House a few hours. His pain was so great that he
eral Tax law and the question of roapportionVirginia .......... 2I5.2O0I Minnesota ........ 12ii,000
Mr. Chalmers introduceda bill for the relief could not rest in comfort or attend to busiment will also be considered.
West Virginia ...... lOo.iKWilowa .............. 214.823
of sufferers by the overflow of the Missis- ness with any degree of satisfaction.After
North
Ca-o
ina . ..200,000 Nebraska.......... 48,000
Clarence Hite, a cousin of the Janies
Pouth Carolina....9\8i6 Kama* ............ 103,872 sippi, and an appropriation of $100,000 enduring this sort of thing for some time,
boys, who has been convictedin Kansas City of
Georgia ........... 18.1,UK) Nevada ...........16,527 was railroadedthrough.In committee of tho
ho purchased a bottle of the great German
I
Florida. ...........25,903Oregon ........... 1,878
whole the postoffice appropriationwas taken Remedy and began to apply it. He did not
complicity in the robbery of the Chicago, Rock
Alabiina. .......... 170,000California, ........ J2",000
up.
It was resolved that no contractor shall be
mince
matters
at
all,
bfct
just
nsed
the
Oil
Island and Pacificexpress train at Winston,
Miesiasippl ........ 135,178Colorado..........30,000
released until a bond has been made by the for all it was worth. After pursuingthis
Mo., in July l&st, at which time Conductor
The report of the sub- Committee on sub-contractor.A propositionto increaseto
Westfall • was murdered,is said to Lave made
mode of treatment for three oays the pain
$1,800,000 the amount set aside for postal
Territories,which was adopted, favoringtho
a full confession,fixing the murder of Westwas banished and his father was in a perclerks was rejected, as was also an amenoment
fall upon Jecse James. He also alleges that
division of Dakota and the erection of the Terfectly healthy condition.He has never
increasingby $300,000 the appropriationfor
Ed Miller, one of the train robbers, was mur- ritory of North Dakota, shows tho wonderful ronte agents.
COMPOUND,
since felt an^ rheumatic pain.
dered in Southern Missouri by Jesse. growth in the northern part of tho Territory in
A
resolution
offered
by
Mr.
Davis
w&a
adoptI^PMltlveCure
....The Mormons in Utah are becoming the pa^t eighteen months. Tho number of
“ Do you you believe in Bronson’sAled by the Senate, on tho 24tb, to inquire into
alarmed at the anti-polygamicagitation, aim
far all ihMsPalsftal
OsmlalsU aaJ WaskaMMS
postufibe* has increased from eighty-six to 14G,
cott’s theory of aostheticeating ?” asked
»« COBB on tooar kooi f«RuU popnlatlon.
inaugurated a wholesale’ svstem of preparing and tho sale of postage stamps and postal
the expediency of giving to States and Terri’
a Boston lady of her Chicago admirer,
It will oars entirely tbs wont form of r«oal*Oompetitions to Congress which will be signed by
cards, etc., doubled.The number of miios of
tones more aid in organizing their militia. Mr'
plaint*,*11 ovarian trouble*, Inflommotftm and Ulcer*
every Mormon in the Territory .... A Joint comrailroadshas increased from 2C0 to 588: Bayard introduced a resolution that tho Com- ‘il don’t know’ what Bronson Alcott’s
tloa. Falling and Dl*pl*c*menU, and the eonngnenl
mittee of the Territorial Legislaturehas been
school houses from fifteen to 136 ; churches mittee on Foreign Relationsinquire into tho theory’ of {esthetic eating is,” be
appointedto arrange for a State Convention
from nine to forty-nine ; taxable prop- charge that persons officiallyconnectedwith answered, “but when I’m hungry, a Bpinal Weaknea, and 1* particularlyadapted to the
of Life.
and organize a State Government ...Several
erty from $7,324,700 to $15,388 847.... the Government of the United State'shave brace of mutton chops, some porter- Chang*
It will dleeolve and «xp*l turnon from ttaoteru In
Bock Island conductors have been discharged The Illinois and Iowa delegations m Congress
promised
intervention in the controversies
an early *Ug*of development. The tendencyto canfor gambling.
are forming a programmeof action in reference in South America in connection with house steak, a dozen or two buckwheat
oeron*hnmon there 1* checkedvery *p#*dUyby It* u**.
At St. Louis a boiler in the Vulcan to bills for rai-ingmoney for the Hennepin gnano contracts. A lengthy discussiontook cakes, four soft-boiled eggs and a plate
It remove* falntnc—,flatulency, destroys*!!
craving
and Illinois and Michigan canals.... It is pretty
of
hash
mal>o
a
meal
that
is
{esthetic
place on the bill to restore Mark Walker to an
steel works exploded,fatally injuring four men
forattmulante,
and relieve* waaknea* of the stomach.
well nuderbtood,says a Washingtondispatch,
army Lientenancy from which he was dismissed
It oore* Bloating,Readach**, NecronsProstration,
and seriously wounding several others. The that the President and Cabinethave decidedto for drunkenness,it being finallyrecommitted. enough for me." “Yes, yes, bat you
Ocneral Debility, Baeptotene**,
Depressionand IndA
don’t understand me,” impatiently added
works were considerably damaged by the exrestore Fitz John Porter to the army. Ho
Mr. Van Wyck spoke ou the necessity for an
geetlon.
bis fair interrogator; “Mr. Alcott’s
plosion.... At New Carlisle,Ohio, the boiler of
will be nominatedas Colonelof mfuntry, to
investigation of alleged fruds in the townshipThat feeling of bearingdown, cansing paln,w*t0rt
a portable saw-millexploded with unch force fill the first vacancy, and will probably ask
survey system. The Immediate Deficiency theory has reference to persons, not to
and backache,!*always permanently cured by it* as*
as to kill five men and blow off the leg of anto be retired. , The Attorney General is noon
Appropriation bill was passed. When the pigs.” — Brooklyn Eagle.
It will at all ttme* and nnder *11 circumstance*
act in
to render an opinion on tho question of back
other.
nomination of ex-SenatorConkling as Associate
harmony with the law* that govern the female *yrt*m.
Justice of the Supreme Conrt was read in exHorace B. Dick, Esq., associate editor
For the cureof Kidney Complaint* of etttoer*«x Ufj
A woodchopper, his wife and five pay.
Compound 1* unsurpaased.
Gen. D. H. Rucker, who was last ecutive session, this afternoon,a motion was of the Delaware Co. Republican,Chester,
children were buried by a snow-slidein Rig
made to take it np for immediate confirmation. Pa., was cured by St. Jacobs Oil of veiy
LYDIA E. PINKHAITfYEGETABL1 COMCottonwood Canon, Utah.
A package of cur- week ap|>oiuted Quartermaster General of tho Senator Hoar therenpon took the floor, and
POUND la prepared attSS and tU Western Avenue,
severe injuries resulting from a fall. His
army,
has
been
placed
on
the
retired
list with
warmly said that, while he conceded Conkling’s
Lynn, No** Prior $1. Bb bottle* for* Bent by moll
rency. amounting to $7,000. belonging to the
arm appeared to be paralyzed, but the OU
peat abilities, and that no man since Webster
In tbe form *f pH!*, Also In the form of loeengee, on
Lake Erie and Vu-steru railway, has been stolen his new rank. Gen. Rufus Ingalb has been
cured
him.—
Philadelphia
Ledger.
appointedto the vacancy.
had surpassedhim in intellectual force, he bereceipt *f price, $1 per box for either. Mr*. Flnkhaa
from the express office at Lima, Ohio.
freely anxwenaUletten
of inquiry, flead for pamphThe special committee to audit the lieved Conkling had used his powers for bud
A company with $5,000,000 capital
purposes,and he did not believe him honest.
let. Address os above. MaUUm tkit Agwr.
THE
MARKETS.
bills connected with PresidentGarfield's death
has been organized at 8L Paul to build a rail‘•His elevationto the Snprenie bench.” said
No fondly should be withoutLYDIA K PUTKHAM’fl
recommend {25,000 for Dr. Bliss, $15,000 each Mr. Hoar, with great excitement of manner,
NEW YORK.
road, thence to Grand Forks, Dakota..... At
LIVER PILLS. They cur* constipation,Ml
and ponnding bis desk with emphasis, "would BntTM ...........................
$10 50 012
for
Drs.
Agnow
and
Hamilton,
$10,000
each
for
Hockberry, Arizona,a desjjeVadonamed J. O.
and torpidity of the liver. M cents par box.
be a disgrace to the judicial ermine
and he Hoob ..............................
7 00 r* 8 75
WUdon. who bad killed John Bullock, was Drs. Reyburn and Boynton, $5,000 for Mrs. therefore interposedobjection to present con- Cotton ............................
jW Sold by nil Drajrglstn. “Vt
12
taken from Jail by fifteen men and hanged to Edson, and $3,000 for Steward Crumn. It
Floub— Snperflne.................3 90 0 4 45
sideration
of
the
nomination,
and
insisted
that
is urged that Surgeon General Barnes be reWh, at— No. 2 Spring ..............1 S.l 0 1 34
the beam of a blacksmithshop ____ Daniel J.
it should take tho regular course of reference
No. 2 Red .................
1 30 0 1 33
Murphy, ex-District Attorney and a loaduig tired as Major General;that bis assistant,Maj. to the Judiciary Commt'teo. Seuator Ingalls
Woodward,
bo
promoted
to LieutenantColonel,
Cons
Ungraded ..... ............C3
G4
criminal lawyer of Ban Francisco, was shot in
made a short speech defending Mr. Conk- O/.th— Mixed Western .............. 48
60
open court by a witness whom he cross-examined and that Mrs. Garfield bo given the remainder ling in a measure, as aluo did Senator
Pobk— Mcbs. .......................
17 60 017 75
of the year's aalary. The minority will be
Are mnterialjr different In principle end operation from
in the usual aggravatingway of lawyerswith
Teller. Senator Teller said that, what- Lard ....................... , .. io^0 10,f all othon. Oliver'scert md pole free from jar and
strong witnesseson the other side ..... Three heard from ou the army promotions.
tremble, tiltingappantu*per!ect *nd te*ck-cle*rer »demCAGtf.
ever might be said about Mr. Conkling,
luftabK You cannot be thrown from the seat by fingermasked m°n entered the farm-house of Willi m
The firbt proof of the new 5-cent no one could say be was a corrupt man. Bfxvju Choice Graded SUers ..... 6 10 0 7 00 bar
obstruction*, the seat i.nd pole being mdeiiendentof
Corn and HcKWh .........3 50 0 4 75
Btudebaker,twelve miles from Council Bluffs,
A
single
objection
being
sufficient
to
prevent
the
frame and cult n* nnpsrmtu*. Hu tho only doublepostage stamp containingthe vignette of Gen.
Medium to Fait; ..........6 25 (at 5 60
and robbed him of $3. Maddened by his obacting
bund lever— that l«, one lifting kith iray<— known
immediate consideration, the nom natiou was
..............................
5
(A)
0
7
45
Garfield,and known as tho Garfield stamp,
In mechanloe. Double and aelf-tighten ng pitman, alstinacy about aarremieriug his money, one of
accordinglyreferred to that committee under Fi.ocu-Fancy White Winter Ex. .. 7 00 0 7 25
ways In line with tbe knife. Frame eo bn h need on tbe
the villainsshot him through the lungs.
and which is intended as a present to Queen the roles, without opportunity for debate or
axle as to oarry the weight of tbe Anger-har, which Is
Good to Cb Ice Spring Ex. 6 25 0 7 00
raised when back ng by the term it-elf, with tbe aid of a
Victoria from the American BinkNoteCom- any reply to Mr. Hoar’s remarks. The nomi- Wheat — No. 2 Spring .............1 23 0 1 25
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THE SOUTH.

A singular and

terrible affair is re-

ported from Rowan county,N.

C.

A barn-rais-

ing was going on upon the nlantation of Maj.
Dews, and John Held and Peter Joseph gotimo
a quarrel, and Hold threw an ax at Joseph,tho
keen blade literally splitting his head in two,
scattering his brains and killing
instant-'
hr. As i Held threw bis ax
lost his
foothold, and fell from the building, breaking
bis neck. Three men were on the ground at
the time— James Cephas. Richard Wiley and
Ned Bland ford— engaged in raising a heavy
log. They became so much excited at the

him
he

tragedy they had just witnessedthat Cephas
lost his hold on the log and caused it to fall.
As it came down it caught Wiley and crushed
his abdomen in, inflictinginjuries from which
he died. Of the five men at woik ou the building only two remained alive.

Mormon

missionaries

have

been
preaching in York connty, 8. C., and have made
fifty converts.... Cinaco Ranmez and Caluuo
Befuentez, botli Mexicans, were hanged at
Austin, Texas, and a young colored mau named
John M. Hicks atoned for his crime at Covington, Ky.

A white boy

near Fayetteville, N. 0.,

inveigled a colored boy into the woods and
riddled bim with

shot The

body was found

swamp

partially buried In a
The voung mur*
derer
highly connected.... Bishop Lynch
died at Charleston,aged 65 years.

w

POLITICAL.
At

a State Convention of the National

puny, bar been received in Waeh.ugton.It is
an excellent Ukeness.and is inclosed in a magnificentand costly frame of ebony, with nutting of sterling silver and borderingof pure
gold. It will be transmitted to Queen Victoria
through tbo State Department....The grand
jury of tho District^ Columbia has returned
Lwcuty-ninyhtai-rwjte. cases, mailing tluitjt

wo in ail.

FOREIGN.

0
0
0
0
0

*

The Jardin de Mabille,in Paris, haa
been sold to parties who will cover the site
with new buildings.... The Herzegovinians
have been successful in several minor engage*
meats with the Austrians. I

The Bradlaughcose

lias

been again

occupyingtho attention of the British House of

Commons. The member from Northampton
took his scat pending the discussionof a motion declaring him ineligible
religions
grounds, whereupon Sir Stafford Northoote
moved that ho should be expelled for disobedience of the order of the chair and contempt of

on

0

.’

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Oats ...............................45
46
BVK ................................
94
9.5
fer to tbe Committeeon Military Affairs the PoltK— MeH .......................
17 60 017 75
10**
the House. Tho motion was supported by Senate bill retiring Gen. Grant, bnt Mr. Spring- Laid.. ............................ 10
TOLEDO.
er objected. A resolution was passed to form a
Mr. Gladstone,and adop ed by a vote of 291 to
83. A new writ was then ordered to issue for select committee of nine to consider all ques- Wheat-No, 2 Red. ................ 1 22 0 1 23
Cure ....................
62
63
on election to fill the vacancy in the reproeent- tions relating to woman's rights. ' Mr. Stepnens Oat* .....................
..... 45
46
reported a bill authorizing the coinage of
ntion of Northampton, and it was stated that
DETKtnT.
silver dollarsand frictionsthereof on tho Flock— Choice ........... ........6 25 0 9 00
Mr. Bradlaugh would ag&m contest the seat.
metric system. Mr. Great reported a bill Wheat-No. 1 White ............... 1.2 0 1 2»
....SeuorCostelar, says
Madrid dispatch,
61 0
62
commenting on the Skobeleff speech,tuiuks to establishthe Territoryof North Dakota. Corn— Mixed .................
......
43
45
When in committeeof the whole on tho Oat*— Mixed...,,.....
that the Latin races of Europe should unite
Barley (percental)................
2 00 0 2 20.
with the Germans to resist the incoming inva- PostoffloeAppropristion bill, Sir. Springer
caused tho passageof an amendment that ail* Poak-Mee* ........................ 17 60 018 00
sion of the Slav race.... M. Ronzaad, the husINDIAN \PoLtS.
band of ChristineNilsson, died in a lunatic correspondence on official biiMiuess shall be Wheat-No. 2 Red ...... .........1 27 0 1 28
transmitted
penalty envelopes. The com- Corn— No. 2 ....................... 69
asylum in
..
60

Mr. Honderson asked unanimous consentto

re-

0
0

.
.

a

0

.....

Pans.

.

A CABLEGRAM from St Petersburg an-

Greenback party of Indiana, held at Indian-

nounces the departure of Lieut Harbor and

the followingState ticket was nominated : For Secretary of State, Hiram Z.
Leonards, of Cass county ; Auditor of State,

Master Scheutze, of the United States navy, n.
search of the Jeannette'sthird boat. Lieuit
Danenhowerwill soon sail for home.

apolis,

No. 3 Spring ..............1 05 (i« 1 06
nation of ex-Senator Sargent as Muiisterto
58
Germany was then referred to the Commit- Cork— No. 2 ....................... 67
Oats -No. 2 ......................
42
43
tee on Foreign Relations, under objection to
Ryk-N-i. 2 ....................
.... 86
86
its immediate consideration,
which was in- Baulky- No. 2 ..................... 1 02 0 1 03
terposedby Mr. Cimeron, of Pennsylvania,un- Buti kk— Choice Creamery .........44
46
derstood to be friendly both to him and Conk- EofiB- Freeh ...................... 20
21
10 50 (a 16 75
ling, bnt who desired to prevent the appearance PotiK— Ucmi .......................
W>
flO*
of any distiuption between the ca^es of the Laud ......................
MILWAUKEE.
- two el-Seuators. T^e House adopted a resoWnzcr— No. 2 .....................
1 19 0 1 20
lution that the Committee on Foreign Affairs Cork No. 2 ....................... CO
& Cl
inquire into the allegation that certain Oa — No. 2 ....... ................ 40 6 41
papers connected with the Chili-Peru- Rvk— No. ........................ 89 (4 90
00
jviau correspondence, which are supposed BaIi ley No. 2 .................... 89
1C 50 i*16 75
to show the improper connectionof one or more Fork— Mom ......................
Ministersof the United States with bntiuess Lard ..............................10*0 10)4
8T. LOUIS.
transactionsfor which interv. ntion was exW.-kat-No. 2Red .................
1 35 0 1 37
pected, have been lost or removed from the files ! Corn— Mixed ...................... 66
67
of tbo State Department.Bills were passed to Oat«-No. 2... .................
40
41
retire WilliamP. Chambliss with the rank of Utk ...............................83
90
10 75 017 00
Major, and Carlisle Boyd with the rank of Cip- Pork— Ucm .......................
Lahd ..............................10)40 U
toin, and to grant arrears of nensloti to tbo
CINCINNATI.
V[idow of Maj. Gen. Alexander Have.
Wukaj ............................
1 32 (8 1 35
In tbe House of Representatives,
on Feb. 25, Con> ............................. 62
63

.

..

m

mittee rose and reported the bill to the

Houw.

Oats...; ...........

44

'

0
0

EAST LIBERTY, PA
authorizing the Postmaster
6 25 0
General,in case of the sub-letting of a mail CATTLK-Beet ......................
Fair...., .................
4 00 0
com net, to arrange with tue sub-contractor,
Common .................
8 60 0
agreed to. Tue bui then poased. Tuere Hoo* .............................
6 60 0
was no session of the benato.
Bsutr .............................
8 50 0

MOWERS

HOPKINS’

47

Tbe amendment

6
4
4
7
6

60
60
00
6J
00

convenientfoot-lever. The rear end of tbe frame ii baa
n si-d over obstructionsw en b eking. The rooking
movements of the frame are controlledby the cutting
apparatus,which I* tbua left free to follow the undu'otkmaof the ground. Haa two dnving-wheels.and bui
two p-lra of geara. with pinions and crank-heodscrewed
on. Heat muter.*!,all Iron, steel and brass;s-iporior
median ism and be utlfol finish. Hu the onlv compr aacd steel crank-eb ft In a reversiblebrass thimblebox ever used in any Implement.Always victorious,
Standroll to*t*,nnd ehmbiaee simplicity, con venlonce,
durability and HBcienry as never before. Warranted to
operateand be u represented.
HTGood active Agents wanted in every county in tbe
West to adl on commission. For Illustrated pamphlet
end full inform 'Uon ad lree* THB HOPKINS
C<>.. IVt# F fth Av«nn«. t'h csgo. 111.
l
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CHOICEST WORKS

of tho

MOST POPULAR AUTHORS

THREE
CENTS EACH!
Ask Yonr NewMI
easier feiVThe

.

LEISURE HOUR LIBRARY!
Each Number Contains a .
Complete Flrot-ClaanNovel by a
CELEBRATED AMERICAN or EUROPEAN AUTHOR

No.

The following number* are now ready
Pried.
Aifred Tenh/boh.. ..................••..••..•...••••.••••3 Ct*.
2. Retr button ; nr. To* Mystery of tbe Mill. By
Margaret Blount...... .......................
tote
8. Captain Allck's Legacy By M. T. Gaidar ....... 8 oto.
4. Blue Kres and Golden
By Annie Tbomu.8 eta.
6. Amo* B n ton.
6. Henry ArkelL
7. Tbe LaurelBash.
h. By Mlu
Mtaa Mulock..,
Mulock.... u ........ 8 ct*.
Ask your newsdealer for The
Tbe LeisureHour Librsiy,
and tan* no other*. If be bu not got it, be willI get It
for you. It coeta lee* than half tbe price of other similar
I
public tons, and 1* not excelledby «ny.
:

L Enoch Arden and Other Poems. By

T
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partment alone or when there
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MICHIGAN.

is

only one

AT THE CAPITAL.

ones

The LegislatureAgain In SessionNew York dry-goods merchants com- Work Promptly Begun— The Message— Relief to Be Given the Fire
plain that their trade is being damaged
Sufferers—The Tax Bill In the Hopby the teStheticmovemept. They of tire
per— Re-Apportionment of the State

“ Inner Brotherhood” care only for odd
Olabknce Babton, the Washington tints, and have no regard for the quality
editor who flgnred in the Soteldo afTair, of the material. A dirty red or greenis a nephew of Barton Key, whom Gen. ery-yallery color appeals to their damSickles killed many years ago.
aged minds in a way that silks and rich

too.

sent them. Michigan haa both— and good

other person.

—Bills Passed— MiscellaneousNotes.
Lanbino, Feb, 27, 1882.

When your oorroa pendent laid down his rea long and biuy
Beetionof the Michigan Legiilaturein June
portorisl pen at the close of

IN

6

bills famed.
The Senate on Saturday passed two bills
under a suspensionof the rules— one to legalise
tax rolls made to take tbo place of certain ones
burned in the great Area, and the other to
create the Board of Fish Commissioners a legal
body, so that they can buy and hold real estate.
Tbia last was in accordancewith a recommendation of the Governor in his message.
SUNDRY REFERENCES.
It is snrmisod by those on the ground that
the Governor has blockedout more work than
the Legislaturecan possibly accompliah in a
session limitedto twenty days. It is true they
can stay as long as they like, but as members
can only draw pay for twenty days they will
hardly
_
_
ily stay
stay much
longer
than that. The extra
session called in 1974 (the last held in "the
State), to adopt the present consUtutiou,sat
twenty-threedays.
The members met each other with something
of the feelings experiencedby schoolmates who
meet in after yeara.
Preparing State-officer slates for the next
State nominating conventions,and a Senatorial
slate for the electionby the Legislaturenext
winter, keep many hearts and heads busy.
Observer.

.

MEMOBIAM.

ImproMlre CwrenawnlM mi Waahlaffu In Honor ol Uao LatePrmudent

"

Garfield,

^

Washington, Feb. 27.
morning admission

Prior to 10 o'clock this

to the Capitol was refusedto all save
of the two houses of Congress

and

members
em-

their

ployes, bat at that hour the doors were thrown

open to personsboldingtickets to the memo-

rial services of the late James A. Garfield,
waa with the expectationthat the Legisand soon the galleries of the House were filled '
lature would be called togetheragain by Oov.
When Gen. Gordon, of Georgia, re- The modistes say also that the festhetic Jerome
to the utmost capacity. A large majority
at §ome time during the present winter, to coiwider the bill to be prepared by
signed from the Senate to better his
of the spectatorswere ladies, who, out of
style is not a profitable one for them, the then newly-createdTax Comminion, and
respect to the occasion, had, for the
fortunes, he went into Southern railway
and that it cramps their inventive pow to redigtrict the State into ten, and probablv
most part, discardedbright colors, and
eleven,
Congressional
districts.
In
the
course
speculations, and has already realized a
somber biack was the prevailinghue. There
ers. The merchants and modistes may of humau e vests that expectationhas been relargfe fortune.
were no signs of mourning in the hall A
rest content Fashion and vanity will alized, and the Legislature finds itself again in
full-length portrait of the Uto President was
eession, and, by a serious and devastating dishung just back of. the chairs of the presiding
The last report from the Bender fam- soon bring the limp disciples bick to pensation of Providence,with another and
officers, being itself undraped, the members of
more imporunt subject than all others upon
their doors.
the House early in attendanceall being arrayed
ily places the old man in the mountains
its hands— that of providing means without
in black. In the lobby, back of theSpeaker’s
which many of the unfortuuate sufferers by
of Oregon. He must be tired of that
desk, the Marine Band was stationed, and at
' A youno New York farmer fell in love the recent forest fires must actuallysuffer
intervals from 10 o’clock until noon discoursed
•ountry, and the next report should
starvation and death.
with a pretty young woman who came
solemn
'
The
work
of
organizing
the
two
houses
and
laud him down among the pines of North
MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE,
Among the distinguished nest first to arrives
to make a visit in hy town, wooed and
OKTTlNliBEADY FOR BUSINESS
were Judge Bancroft, Cyrus W.Field and Admiral
Carolina.
•
was very light, all officers and committees
The Legislatureof Michigan assembledIn Worden, who took seats directly in front of the
won her, insisting upon the marriage at holding over, and there being only a few vaThere is a great demand for the re- once, to which she consented.A num- cancies among the former. The ranka of the the Capitol, at Lansing, in socordancawith the Clerk'sdesk. Among the guests who at au
early hour occupied seats upon the floor, were
port of Guiteau’s trial It was taken by ber of guests were invited, the two were members of the Senate was unbroken either by proclamation of the Governor, at noon of Gen. Bchenck and Govs. Hoyt, of Pennsylvania,
death, resignationor removal; while in the ThursdayFeb. 23. The Senate was called to
the official reporters at a cost of several married, all the young men in the neigh- House only one vacancy had been made, and order by Secretary Hoekins. Lient Gov. Crosby Foster, of Ohio, Hamilton, of Maryland, and
Bigelow,of Connecticut. At 11 .30 Gens. Hherthousand dollars. A resolution is pend- borhood insisting upon kissing the that bv the death of Representative Frank made an address to the Senate, After referring man, Sheridan, Hancock,Howard and Meigs
Kendnck, of Lapeer, whose place had been to the businessfor which they wire assembled
and AdmiralsAmmen, Rogers and Rodgers
ing in the House PrintingCommittee to bride, which made the new bridegroom tilled by a special election.
he congratulated the Senators that 11 ws live in a
Promptly at 3 o'clock on the first dav of country wnicti no assassin'i)hand can destroy entered, and wore assigned seats to
have printed 5,000 copies for distribu- very indignant indeed. She made her
meeting (23d) the two houses were in joint and which is not dependent for its exist- the left of the Speaker's desk, and a
few moments later the members of ihe Diplotion. The reporters, however, want, in escape at once into an adjoining room, convention,and ready to hear the
ence or peace upon the life of any individmatic Corps, in full regalia, were ushered in,
ual,
however
illustrious."
A
graceful
allusion
governor's
message,
addition to their pay for the work, to and the bridegroom has not seen her
headed by the Hawaiian Minister as Doan of
which was quit© short and was considered by was made to the memory of the late John J. the oorps. Their brilliantcostumes only served
have a monopoly of the publication, and since— at least he has not been able to all who heard it as & straightforward,
Bagley
;
his
services
to
the
State
were
admirmrnlv
to throw into stronger relief the dark attire of
, , of facts. As yon
---have given, or will ingly eptomized and hia genial qualities duly the members of Congress, who sat immediately
are using their influence to keep the recognize her. In fact, she was a statement
K*vo in the same issue with this, the message commemorated. Ailnsion was also made to the
behind them. The members of the Supreme
resolution from passing.
smooth-faced boy, and the courtship, aud appendix complete,we leave all comment death of RepresentativeFrank Kendrick, of
Court of the District,headed by Marshal
Lapeer, State Land Commisaioner Haviland
upon
it to each reader. While something of
wedding and all were the “make-up” of
Henry, were the next arrivals.Dr. Bliss was
surprise was manifest at the number of sub- ana W. S. George, State Printer. Gov. Crosby also in attendance. Mrs. Blaine occupied a
On the death of Chief Justice Mar what his comrades were pleased to call
jects rtKiommended for legislation,what seemed closed with a recommendation for diligence in
front seat in the gallery reserved for the friends
shall, nearly fifty years ago, the lawyers
to bo good reasons were given by the Governor completingthe work te be laid before the Senate. of the President.
a practical joke.
Charles C. Hopkins tendered his resignation as
in the case of each subject presented.
At precisely12 o'clock the House was calledto
of Philadelphiamoved for a monument
As indicated at iho ontset, the subject of Assistant Secretary of the Senate, and William order by Speaker Keifcr, and prayer was ofA most remarkable surgical operation perhaps the most real and pressing importance A. Smith, of Grand Rapids, was appointed to
The project failed at the time, as is often
fered by the Chaplain.
fill the vacancy. A concurrent resolutionfor
is the
The Speaker then said i “This day has been
the case, and only $3,000 was contribut- has been performed by Dr. William
the
appointment
of
Allen
Shattnck
as
AsRELIEF FOB THE FIRE SUFFERERS.
dedicated by the action of the two houses of
Goodell,
of
the
Philadelphia
University
sistant
Postmaster
was
adopted.
Oscar
F.
ed. The matter was soon forgotten by
Senator Winsor’a bill, introduced on the 24th
to services in commemorationof th*
Morse was aopointed Chief Engrossing Congress
life and death of James Abram Gufleld,late
almost everybody. The last-surviving Hospital. This was the successful re- by one who lives in Sanilac, one of the coun- and Enrolling Clerk in ths place of D.
ties that suffered most is entitled "A bill makPresidentof the United States. This Hons# is
trustee of the fund died a few days ago, moval of a tumor weighing 112 pounds ing an appropriationfor the relief of sufferers Groesbfcck, resigned ; and W. M. Scudder, of
now assembled aud ready to perform its part”
Barry, was appointed assistant,thus filling the
by
the
groat
fire of 1881, in several counties of
The resolutions setting apart today for the
and among his papers was found a care- from the person of a woman. The Philthis State," is yet in the hands of the Commitmemorial services were then read by Clerk
adelphia
Times,
which
gives
a
descripful account of the money, showing that
tees on Appropriationsand Finance of the SenPherson.
ate, and Ways aud Means of the House, but
, At 12:10 the Senate 'was announced, and all
by investment it had grown to $20,000. tion of the operation, says that the
will be reported back (probablywith little if the House to order, and appointed the followwoman was about five feet and five any change) at an' early date, and will -quite ing messengers to fill vacancies;Charles H. rose as the Senators, headed by the officersof
The monument will how be erected.
that body, entered and took their signed
Alvord, E. J. Andrews, Egbert Van Buren and
inches in height, and that, owing to an bkely pass one, if not both houses, by the time
eat*.
Joseph
Edwin
Greusel
;
as
assistant
janitors,
this letter reaches its readers. It is a matter of
They were followed by the Chief Justioe and
Accidental rich finds of gold still oc- ovarian tumor, she measured quite as such general interest to the whole State, aud William H. Dunn and Samuel Moore ;
Associate Justices of the Supreme Court,
cur in California. Some men who were much in girth. The tumor made its ap- proposes to appropriate so large a sum of Clerk to the Senate Committee on Mu- dressed in their robes of office.
O’Connor,
money ($265,000) that we give it entire, os fol- nicipal Corporations,
Again the assembled multitude arose, ss the
recently walking along the road on pearance about nine years ago, and lows :
in place of J. Y. D. WUloox, resigned.
Presideutof the United States end his Cabinet
An
informal
discussion
of
the
question
of
reSection 1. The People of Michigan enact,
Fray’s flat, in Eldorado county, noticed grew with amazing rapidity. For some
were announced. They were accompanied bv
That there ahall be and hereby is appropriated lief took place in the House. 9ie two bouses
a piece of quartz which had been time the woman had been unable to as- oat of the Stale treasury the sum of $250,000, assembled in joint convention at 8 o’clock p. Senator Sherman aud RepresentativeMcKinley. Chairman of the Committee of Arrangecrushed by a wagon running over it. sume any but a sitting posture, and her to be expended for the following purposes : In m. The Governor, escorted by the State offi- ments. The Presidenttook the front seat on
famishing subsistence, either in provisions or cers and the members of the Tax Commission, the right of the presidingofficer’s chair.
The specimen was found to contain con- vitality was being slowly and surely money, to the sufferers by the great fire of 1881 appeared.The Senators and Representatives
The orator of the day, Hon. James G.
arose at the Up of Gov, Crosby’s gavel, and at
siderable gold, and the party making sapped. The patient was placed under in Sanilac, Tuscola,Huron and other counties
Blame, was announced at 12:30, and the cerea
similar
signal
the
assemblage
was
seated.
affected thereby ; iu famishing subsiitenoe for
further explorationscame upon a the influence of ether, and the operation teams of said sufferersduring seed time ; iu The Governor then read his message at length. monies then opened by a short prayer by Chaplain Power, of the House, after which PresiThe Legislature settled down to work in earn- dent Davis ssid : “This day is dedicatedby
“pocket” from which they took in one safely performed in the presence of procuringseed for spring crops of said sufferers, and in paying the taxes for the vear 1881
day what was estimated at from $11,000 thirty attending physicians and sur- of said sufferers, and in reimbursingthose who est on the aecond day of the sesaiou. In the Congress for the memorialservices of the late
President of the United States, James A. GarSenate the Tax bill, the first measure to be di»to $13,000 worth of gold
field. I present you Hon. James G. Blaine,
geons. When the mass had been com- have already paid their taxes for that year.
Sec. 2. There shall be and is hereby appro- POBed of, was referred to a special committee. who has been fitly chosen as the orator for this
pletely taken from her person it was pristed out of the State Treasury the sum of In the House the bill was taken up in commit- historicaloccasion.”
Mrs. Dorris, who was recently stran- placed in a tub of the largest size, and $15,000to be expended in assisting to rebuild tee of the whole, the first twenty sections read
Mr. Dlaino then rose, and standing at the
and passed substantially without amendments. Clerk'a desk, immediatelyin front of the two
or pay for the rebuildingof school-housesin
gled to death and robbed near St. Louis
filled the vessel to within three inches of the several school districts in this State in
The Senate had a very short and uneventful presiding officers,proceeded, with great imby beRgwndson, Russell Brown, and a the top. The tumor was weighed and which school-houseswere destroyed by the seasion on the 25th. SenatorWelch introdnoed pressiveness of manner and clearness of tone,
I companion, left an estate valued at a turned the scales, as has been said, at great fires of 1831. The Commissioners herein- a bill to redistrict the State into eleven Con- to deliver his eulogy from manuscript.
after mentioned shall pay to the Assessor of each
Tho oration was quite lengthyand worthy of
' quarter of a million dollara. Among the 112 pounds. It is believed to be the of said districtsthe sum apportionedtheir re- gressionaldistrict*.The Senate committee the occasion.
spective distnets,which sum said Assessors agreed upon the First and Second districts,
beneficiariesof the will ia Russell largest ever removed from a human be shall place to the credit of the building fund which was to leave them as they are now, and
ii is confidently expected that the Upper PeninBrown, who is remembered by a bequest ing. Subsequently the patient, now re- of their repectivo districts.
The L$w of Lost Property.
sula will constitnte one district Senator WinSec. 3 Tno severalappropriationsmade by
which will realize several thousand dol- duced to a mere skeleton, was gently
sor’s
bill
for
relieving
the
fire sufferers approthis act shall be expended or disbursedos the
What ought the finder of a lost article
lara. Brown lias employed the leading placed on the scales, and found* to weigh case may require by the Relief Commission priatesfrom the State treasury$265,000 for to do? Most people will give a ready
heretofore appointed by the Governor of this that purpose,and also provides for a tax lew
criminal lawyers of the city, and the
answer. He snonld do his best to disseventy-five pounds, or thirty-seven less State, consisting of Hem. Henry P. Baldwin, of $125,000 in the year 1882 and $140,000 in
money he receives from the aged rela- than the mass taken from her body. On Chairman, A. H. Dey, P. C. Whitwood, George 1883 to meet the same. In the House the whole cover the owner and restore the lost
property to him. But this standard of
C. Codd, F. W. Swift, C. T. Gorham, 0:ner D. day was spent on the Tax bill A number of
tive whom he murdered will go to pay
recoveringconsciousness the patient Conger, who are hereby constituteda commis- petitions,representing about 1,000 signers, moral duty being imperfectlyrecognized
were presented, asking that church propertyI**
for his defense.
by the law, it will be interesting to
could hardly find language to express sion for that purpose.
not exempted from taxa'lon.
Sec. 4. The commission herein provided for
review the decisions on this subject.
Trailing.
The prizes won by Vermont boys last the sense of relief she experienced. The may from time to time make requisitions upon
1. The finder need not take charge of
the
Governor
of
this State for such sums of
absence of the weight that had been a
One of the most remarkable features the lost property.There is no legal
year in competition for the awards ofmoney out of the appropriationsherein made
burden to her for so many years was fo as they may deem necessary for the several of uncivilized life is the power savages duty on him to do it; but if he does
fered by the Universityof Vermont and
novel and pleasantthat she was compar- purposes herein provided for, submittingwith show of tracking men and beasts over take it into his possession, he then beState Agricultural College have been
such requisitions all informationin regard to immense distances.
travelers comes a depository, and is bound to keep
atively buoyant in spirit.
the necessity of using said appropriations
which
declared. Twenty-five young farmers
have
spoken
of this as something almost it for the owner and restore it to him
the commission shall from time to time obtain
miraculous, yet it is only the result of when known. How long he must keep
obtained yields of over eighty bushels
When a “ critic ” begins to gush there through its agencies.
Sec. 5. The Governor, upon examination of careful observationof certain well-known
it, or what efforts he should make to find
of com and over 250 bushels of potatoes is no stopping him. For example, take
the requisitions, and informationpresentedto signs ; and we bave hero before us a colthe owner, have not been laid down,
to the acre, and the yields range from this “masterpieceof criticism” upon him, under the provisionsof section four, of lection of very-cornmon-sense hints on
2. If the finder does not restore the
this set, may from time to lime, by his certifithese figures up to the really remarka- Patti, from the CincinnatiCommercial:
the subject. In countries like oura every property upon discovering the owner,
cate in writing, require the Auditor General to
trace or foot-printor wheel -track on does he commit theft ? This depends on
j. ble ones of 127 bushels of com and 552
She could not have been painted by any draw his warrant on the State treasury for such
jums of the money hereby appropriatedas he roads or paths is soon obliterated or whether he knew, or had reasonable
I bushels of potatoes to the acre I The artist whatever. She stood there bemay deem necessaryfrom’ the informationsub- hopelessly confused ; but it is otherwise means of knowing, who the owner was
latter rggnlt, at the prices obtained for yond the brush of even Bonnat; she mitted to him. And the Auditor General is in the wilderness, where neither man
at the time of finding. It haa been held
hereby authorizedand required upon presentpotatoes last fall, would representa re- stood there, not only the artist without
nor beast can conceal his track. In that the finder of a pocketbook,having
ation of the Governor’s certificateto draw his
Caffreland,when cattle are stolen, if the owner's name legibly written on it,
turn of over $300 per acre.
a peer, she stood there art embodied— warrant a* therein required, payable to the
Chairman of said commission.
their foot prints are traced to a village, is a thief if he conceals and appropriates
she was art The first effect of her presSec. 6. To ere shall be assessedupon the tax- the head man is responsiblefor them,
the money ; but if there is nothing to
For years the money-drawerof an inn ence was so dazzling that people held able propertyof this State in the year 1882 the unless he can show the same track going
indicate tne owner, he does not become
sum of $125,000. and in tne year 1883 the lurnear Phlladelpliia has been continually their breath ; they knew that she dazed
out. A wagon track in a new country is a thief in law by so doing.
ther sum of $140,000, to be assessed and levied

goods of the fashionable colors cannot

JlHt, it

_

_

___

music.
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'

,
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Mo

t

Hugh

Many

pillaged in

some

mysterious manner.

days ago not a single thief
had ever been caught, though many a
bartender has been suspected and discharged. Lust week, while workmen
were repairing the floor of the second
story they exposed to light and air the
nests of half-a-dozenrats, made soft and
Until a few

them, but did not at all

know why.

In

her ears and around her neck she wore

to reimburse to the same the smn to be
drawn therefrom as provided in this act.
would have made the dower of a PrinTHE TAX BILL
cess
the ransom of a King. They is perhaps the next subject in importanceto
come before the extra session. As all Michiflashed and flashed until around her face gan knows, the commission, crested by an act
played the exquisitetints of the rain- of the last session, has prepared an elaborate
and very lengthy bill upon the subject of asbow ; the necklace looked like an aure- seRsing aud collecting taxes. It is too long for

diamonds, and each one of these stones fund

comfortable by fragments of bank notes ole dropped from the hfead weary of its
and fractional currency. It is supposed weight of glory ; yet the aureole seemed
that $1,000 was stolen, but only $1.25 is

not content to be thus placed,

now

its lines of

fit to resume its place as a part 'of

the circulating

medium.

but sent

light to encircle the head

above that needed no longer to wear a

crown. All other

faces would have
grown into almost indistinctness thus
that the thefts, murders and outrages in lighted with the rainbow flashes of the
the English compartment cars are in- diamonds, but not Patti’s. Bright as
creasing, and there seems no remedy were the jewels, they Were not brighter
against them short of the adoption of than her dark eyes ; dazzling as were
the American style of car. A murderer their flashes, her face gave out glories as

The London TVufA

is

moved

to say

might, he says, in nine cases out of ten, brilliant. It was not until the graceful
escape by jumping out as the train is salutations she gave to every part of the
Blackening speed. Had Lefroy done so, house— to the box on the right she gave
it is doubtfill if Gold’s murderer would
her first bpw— hot until her arms were
have been discovered. A correspondent raised that any eye was taken from her
says that

k

few days before he was

in

in like manner as other State taxes are by law practically indelible. “ More especially,”
assessed, levied and paid, which tax when col- say the authors of “Shifts and Expedilected shall be credited up to to the general ents of Camp Life,” “ is this the case if a

a face, setas

it was in the glorious light*
compartment car with another man and of the flashing jewels; then her arms
they both watched each other as though flashed flames like electric fire; tfiey
the other was a cut-throat, for they had were the diamonds that in that light and
no assurance that snob was not the case. with the motion gave another kind of
Every time either put his hand into his brilliant setting to the shapely arms.

pocket, the other stood ready to throttle Then, perhaps, the eyes wandered to
him. No one dares to get into a com- the dress she wore.

sweeps over the plain immediately
after, or if a wagon passes daring or after
fire

3. The owner may at any time reclaim
his property,and if the finder refuses to
give

it

up,

can

recover

it

or the value of

from him. But as against any one bnt
the owner the finder’s title is good.
n prairie fire. We have known a fellow4. When is a thing to be considered
traveler in this manner recognize the as lost ? It has been said in several cases
tracks his wagon had mnde seven years that money or other property laid down
before, the lines of charred stamps and forgotten is not lost in the legal sense
crushed short down remaining to indi- of the word. The proprietor of the shop,
cate the passage of the wheels, though or bank, or place where it is left is the
use in this letter.
Tho House has been hard at work on its con- all other impressions had been obliterproper person to take charge of it, and
sideration for the past two davs, consideringit ated by the rank annual growth fully
those who pick up the property have no
| right to keep it On the other hand, it
| has been held that where a conductor
along the
virtue of the Uw creating the commission, it’s tion
klon will
w:fi spring
florintrup
ud nlomr
th« wagon
warn* | found money in a railway car, whoaef
members have seats on the floors of the two track, and thus mark out the road for I owner could not be ascertained, he had
houses,and, in spite of the fight they are able milas.
a good title to the money.
to make for their own bill, it is being considerEven on hard rock a man’s bare foot
5. Is the finder entitled to be paid for
ably amended. In the meantime the Senate
is waiting for the House to finish its considera- will leave the dust caked together by
his trouble and expense ? He need not
tion before they tackle it The bill is supposed perspiration, so that a practiced eye will take charge of it, and it se^ms that if he
to
be i
a ogreat improvement
r "L
------ - over the old tax see it; and even if there is no track, a does so he must look bqly to the gratJaw : hot bow much remains to be told, or if it l stone will be disturbed here and there
itude and good feeling of the owner for
1'
i f>>e ‘ideof the pebble whieh hM
l™g reward.
Congress passed the bill
i la11? “ext ^ tlie ground being turned up.
6. What if a reward be offered ? There
congressional BEAPPORnoN
If it is still damp, the man or beast that is no doubt that any one who, seeing the
just in time to allow of the redistrictiugof the ; turned it has passed very recently. D a
offer, sets to work to find the property,
^n!i15£542!en.f(SupUof
01 mue) Co,npreH' I *hower of rain haa fallen, the track will "ill, if he succeed, be entitledto the
saved the State the alteraativeTunother extra I teil J^iet^er £
before, during reward, and may even retain the propsession or the election of two Congressmen-at- Lor “ter the shower ; similar indications erty till it be paid. But if he already
large at the next election.Every second man "can be obtainedfrom the dew ; and other
j has the missing article in his possession
in the two houses has a “scheme’" all studied indications of the time that lias elapsed
i when the reward is offered, or has with*
out, to fit his own conntv, of coarse, while
since a man passed by is furnishedby j held the property in the expectation
there are yet several counties to hear from ; so
that before any plan is finally agreed upon and the state of the crushed grass, which will that a reward would be offered, the rule
embodied in a Dill that shall pasf both house* be more or lees withered as the time is is the opposite.
very much of yieldingmust be doue on all longer or shorter. Other indications are
hands. Of one thing Michigan may well feel drawn from the direction in which the
Ah IllinoisJustice has decided that
proud, and that is, that her growth aud prosgrass lies ; this tells how the wind was courtingis a public necessity, and must

—

it

™“

for
mknt

*fla

perity has been such during the pest ton years
that she has gained two members of Congress blowing
crusnea ;
by the last census ; and it ought not to be any
any crushed

at the time the grass was not be interrupted;therefore, if s young
and by
ana
oy noting previous
previous of the man wanted to kiss a girl he might p3
in this State the wind, one learns the time at which each
her father out of the zoom first if h*

great troable either to find
counties to be representedor the men to

repre-

1

part of the track waa made.

liked.

Go to Pesslnk for your choice Chewing
Mr. Horace Seyvill, of Altoona, Pa.,
says: My wile and I are upward of sev- and Smoking Tobaccos, Snuff, Meerenty years of age. Of late we both have schaum oud all kinds of Pipes and Fittings,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

Editor.

as well as fine Cigars,

begun to teel the infirmities of old age.

Saturday, March 4, 1882.

Nothing seems to revive, exhilerale, and and assortment in the

United States Marshal Sale.

the largest variety

city.

4-3w.

The entire stock of Boots and Shoes, also Men’s, Youths and Boys

strengthen us. as does Brown’s Iron Bitters.

A bill has been passed

in

We

the Senate,

placing Gen. Grant upon the retiredlist of

would uot do without

it for

Special inducements are offered you by

cost.”

its

the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay you to

the army.

read their advertisementto be

[OFFICIAL.!

Mr.

Blaine

is

BOSTON STORES

Clothing, at the

Important to Travelers.

leu times

anxious for a congressional

Common

where

Goonoil.

in this

investigation into his conduct of the state

found else

issue.

52—

Nos.64and66Canal

ly.

Must be closed out

Grand Rapids,

St,

_

at once, regardless of cost, in order to settle

up

Holland, Mich., March 1, 1881.
Fine Jelliesby the weight and also our flin ofttnlP
department while secretary.
The Common Connell met In regular session
By order of the
and in the absenceof the Mayor was called to or- own made Miuce Meat, always on hand, at
The one hundredth anniversary of Thos. der by President pro Urn Aid. Butkau.
CITY BAKERY.
Grand Rapids, Mich., January 10th, 18P2.
u-u
Aldermen present: Beach, Butkau. Kramer,
U. Benton’s birth is to be celebratedby
Winter, Landual, Kuito and the Clerk.
the Missouri Historical Society on the
Minutesof last meeting read and approved.
A Large and Fine
14th of MarcL
'petitions and accounts.
Eagle Fire Engine Co., petitioned the Council
Guiteau’s counsel, Mr. Scoville, pro* for six rubber coma.— Referred to Chief Engineer.
The following bills were presentedfor payment:
poses to bring out a book upon the secret
DR. W.
Lost.
Restored!
— OFthe beat known aud
history of the trial,a title designedlymis- D. R. Moengs, salary as Treasurer 4 months $91 66
Geo. H. Sipp, •• *• Clerk,
27 OS
moat
Just published, a dcw edition of Dr. CULVERleading, since there were no secrets to a Pieter Honing, “ “ Marshal
25 00
WELL'S Celebrated Essay on tho radical euro of
P.H. McBride. *• “ City Att’j
12 50
Sttccssfol
Plifsiciaii,
Spermatorrhtca
or Seminal Weakness, Involuntrial which was disgustinglyopen and K. Haulers, room rent for lire dep’t purposes 37 50
tary Seminal Lossca, Impotency,Mental and PhyWho has been engaged
P. 11. McBnde, Imurance .................. 18 00
sical Incapacity, Impedimenta to Marriage, etc.;
public.
in the treatmentof
E, Van der Veen, rent for council rooms..., 25 00
also, Consumption. Epilepsy and Fits, Induced by
all secular and
Workman & Van Ark, Are wood, etc ......... 1 25
Bclf-indulgcncoor sexual extravagance, 4c.
Garfield’s great fight was for the dig- Boot 4 Kramer, paid poor orders ...........9 00
Jiist received at
The celebrated author, in this admirableEssay,
Boot
4
Kramer,
oil,
salt,
etc
................
2
17
nity and prerogative of the executive office.
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirty years’ succeea—Allowed and warrantsordered issued on the
He cures
ful practice,that the alarming conseouenceaof
He won. His nomination of Robertson Treasurer for the amount.
resulting from m-minal
self-abuse maybe radically cured; pofnting out
weakueaa,
spermatorDEPORTS OP STANDING COMMITTEES.
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and effectu
was confirmed. Mr. Arthur has a subal, by means of which every suAerer. no matter
The Committee on Ways and Means reported on rhea, impotency and all neivousdesponding and
limated notion of the dignity and power petition of M. D. Uoward, recommending that the distressingsymptoms nrlsliig from theae disorders,
what hia conditionmay be. may cure himself
and
all
complicated
private
diseases.
cheaply, privately,and radically.
ot the executive office. Like Garfield, he prayer of the petitionerbe granted, amf that tho
Eighth
Street,
Holland,
Mien.
Pain in back, left side orbreaat, frightful dreams,
said tux of $8.06 for tho repair of sidewalk, now
tST This Lecture should bo in the bands of
proposes to nominate for office whom he pread on the south 45 feet of the south 80 feet of palpitation of tho heart, rnah of blood to the
ever)1 youth and every man in the land.
head,
eruptions,
pimples,
memory
impaired,
low
lot 11, block 28 be canceled and the same be reSent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any adpleases, and ought to win.
ferred to the Board of Assessors with instructions spirited,discouraged;resulting In consumption,
dress on receiptof six cents or two postage stamps.
to spread said tax on tbc north 35 feet of the south heart disease, cone, or St. Vilas dance, debil ty, A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants
Address
insanity and death. Rev. Adam Clark, the disshoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Gditead’s real punishment has probably 80 feel of lot 11, block 29.— Adopted.
tinguished Methodist Divln.says: ‘Ilia one of the
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’sWear.
The CttlverwellMedical Co.,
The Committee on Ways and Means presented a moat destructive evils ever practicedby fallen
already begun. He finds himself beyond
report wblcn can be found iu anothercolumn.
41 Ann St, New York, N. Y.; Post-OAlcebox,450.
men.” Ha victims of both sexes arc Ailing our
-: o :-1v
the notice of the public, and the contrast —Approved and ordered printedin tho Holland insane asylunia
.
,
All lettersfor consultation, strictly conAdential,
City News, De Hollander and De Orondwet,
will seem all the greater after the treThe Commutes on Streets and Bridges reported [with stamp]. Address,DR. W. TOWNS, Fon du
mendous excitement of the trial,In which that the lamps contracted for, from the Peninsular Lac, Wla. Lock box MS.
E.,BEROLD.
Please mention this paper when applying to
Gas Light Company gave entire satisfactionduring
his daily exhibitions to enormous throngs
Holland,
Mich.,
Sept.
1, 1880.
the
Doctor.
the past months trial, and stated that the company
A very large stock of
in the court were supplemented by con- would keep the burners and attachmentsin order
for one year, recommendingthat a warrant bo
stant visits and lionizings in his cell. issued in favor of tho company for $71.00 us
After some months of neglect, public follows:
WE will pay the above reward for any case of
Eight Street Lamps .......................$68 00
attention will once more be concentrated Out: Street Lamp Attachment..............2 50 Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia,Sick Headache,Indigestion, Constipationor Coslivenesswe cannol
on the fated wretch as the day draws near One Cup for filling lamps .................. 50 cure with Weal’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the
for his execution.
Sum total .......................... $71 00 directions are stricjly complied with. They are
purely Vegetable, and never fall to give satisfac—Approved.
tion. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, conlainlng 30
The Committee on Streets and Bridges to w hom Pills,25 cents. For sale by all Drucglsts.pc*
BLAINE’S EULOGY.
was referred the petitionof Measra. Wm. J. Scott ware of counterfeitsand imitations.The gennine
aud R. Kanters reported that the parties will manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST 4 CO.,
Ex-Becretary of State Blaine’s eulogy on
donate their lamps to the city only on certain con- “The Pill Makers,” 181 4 183 W. Madison St..
his friend and for so many years his ditions,and therefore recommendthat no further CMcago. Free trial package sent by mall preaction be taken upon said petition.— Adopted.
paid on receipt of a 3 cent
33-ly
At the store of
colleague—President Garfield— delivered
The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semibefore both houses of Congress last Mon- monthly report of the Directorof the Poor aud
DON’T FAIL TO CALL
said committee,recommending $34.80 for the supG.
day, was a surprise to all conversantwith port of tho poor, for the 2 weeks ending March
his style and manner, a surprise because 15, 1882, and Having rendered temporaryaid to the
amount of $6.00.—Approved and warrants ordered
of the lack of Blainism, and the unselfish- issued on the City .Treasurerfor the amounts.
The Committee on Public Buildings and Proper
ness with which he treated the memory of
At the old place of L. T. Kanters.
ty reported that they had re-leoaedthe rooms now
DRESS GOODS,
our lamented President. It was expected occupied by the Common Council, for the sum of
$50 per year aud asked further time in which to
CASHMERES,
UTICA.
that it would be more of an eulogy on procure rooms lor Columbia Are engine and comAn entire new stock of
DELAINES,
Discoverer of I) It, MAIUJHISF8
pany.—
Accepted
and
further
time
granted.
Blaine than on Garfield. Mr. Blaine’s
GINGHAMS,
COMMUNICATIONS FUOM CITY OFFICERS.
CALICOES,
reputation will not Suffer in consequence.
The Street Commissioner reported for the
A POSITIVE COM TOR FEMALE 00MPIAIIIT5.
TABLE LINEN,
Both the matter and the manner are mouth of February, 1882.— Filed.
This remedy will act in harmony with the Ftv
The
Clerk
reported
the
insurance
of the building
male
system
at
all
times,
and
also
Immediately
worthy of a man whose reputationfor
used for Fire Engine No. I, Hook and Ladder, and
npon tho abdominal and uterine muscle*, and reoratory is high. It Is marked throughout Jail with contents, for the sum of $1,000, and
store them to a healthy and strong condition.
Dr. Marchisi’sUterine Catholicon will cure fallrecommended that a warrant be issued in favor of
From the flnestlSilkloathe cheapest.
by a good taste that even eminent orators P. H. McBride, for $13.00 the amount of premium.
ing of tho womb, Lucorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation
and
Ulceration
of
the
Womb,
Incidental
sometimes lack, Pitched on a moderate —Accepted and warrant ordered issued.
Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painful, Suppressea
Council adjourned to Wednesday7:30 p. m.,
key, devoid of extravagance, with smoothand IrregularMenstruation,
Kidney Complaint,
March 8, 1882.
and is especiallyadapted to the Change of Life.
GEO. H. SIPP, Citu Clerk.
Complete and well selected stock of
ly flowing sentences,but without any
Also a Full Line of
Send for pamphlet free. All letters of Inquiry
Photo, and Autograph
turged rhetoric,the eulogy was worthy of

ASSIGNEE.

4-8w.
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MANHOOD

$c«! ^ilvertwmcnts.

~Kr~F!~W

STOCK!

TOWNS,

1 ••
1 “
2 “

_

How

How

BOOTS A SHOES

MC

-

MLlll

HEROLD,

E.

yearly.

--

,

CALL AND SEE US.

JUST

RECEIVED

FALL AND

$500 REWARD.

DM

__

WINTER

DODDS,

NOTIONS,

Hats and Caps,

stamp.

ON

R. A.

*

BRAYMAN

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

BL-A-UKIETS,

DR. J. B. MARCHISI,
N.Y.,

_

UTERINE CATHOUCON,

HANDKERCHIEFS

FANCY GOODS,

CIGARS

TOBACCOS.

and

HOSIERY, &€.,

Ask

whom

him who utteied it and of him for

Does your system need nourishing aud

was uttered.

it

AIL-BUTUES

Yourself,

Holland, Mich., Feb.

costs of running the proposed water works
night and day, with the following results:

Mr. Cappon, of the Cappon Bertsch
Company, says, they will keep the
water works in running order night and

Leather

day, furnishing all needtul labor, fuel and
oil, for the

sum

of

t year, provided

one thousand dollars
the water works are

where there boilers are located. The cost
furnishing

own engineer, slabs

its

and the oil that is needed

city

for fuel,

will cost f 1,150.

with leeched tan-bark for fuel for 50 cents
per day which would reduce the running

expense about two hundred dollars, or
$950 per year.
Respectfully submitted,

Nervous Debility:

Kuitr,

Committee on Wayt and Meant.

Do you

28,

1882.

flesh

Then use Brown’s Iron

?

Bitters. It will

eXnwXnndneXs^X

Henry H. Munroe

to

29-9-18. $500.
John Vaupell o X • w X »«.

12—6—15.$200.
Charles Boyden and wife to Fred. Kleftjot4, blk
5 Boltwood’s add. Grand Haven. $621.
Lucy Ann Holcomb to George C. McMastcrs part
lota 1. 4. 5, 9. blk. 10 Bryant’sadd. Spring Lake.

$262.50.

,

X

1882; service from

81,

Robinson,

by way of Ottawa Station, Olive Center

and

New

rich laud lu Coopersville. $132.50
Gabriel Van Pntten and wife to Fillmore Bird part
lot 6 blk 67,

Holland. $125

£p«iat

Mr. Carlyle gave the lately discovered

now

dead, and who preserved it as

a kind of secret treasure sq carefully that
its existence was

long unknown. The

style is described as racy, and it contains

many

frank observations on such points of

national character as are of the highest
inteiestat the present political juncture.

Mr. Froudo

Is

greatly impressed with its

importance,and intends to write an
Iroduction to

Wua*

Defendant.

J

Parks.
Complainant.

Solicitor

for

distressingdisease, ask yourDrugglstfor
it.and

ACCEPT NO IMITAT10M OR SUBSTITUTE. If DO
has not got it, Bend to us and we will forward
Immediately. Price, 75 ceniaper bottle.

*

F. i.

It.

- ----

Carpels, lira

Pimples and Face

Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Loss ot Appetite, Juandice,
Affections ot the Liver, Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and General Debility.

lion. Send

M®,

Camp Chairs, Parlor Suits,
EASY CHAIRS, and a general line

A couno of BurdockBlood Bitten will utlrfy the
mott .kept id thit it it Uw Grewwt Blood Punier on
ewth. Sold br medicine dealers erenr-here.
Directions (n eleven Uagtuges. PKlCE.Ji.oo.

S2

for

at

4«-2m
MEYER,

1881.

BROUWER

€

College Journal.

Watches. Stem winders IS- SS. Whlt.meUl H«athi»CM»
At, Imitationcold H. Solid (told 111 Che*peet »nd bel'
for your own um or specul.tle.puitx— •
alosuefr^- TU''“

STADISCOVERY!
of

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

Fixmltvire
is

CO.. Toledo. Ohio.

j

That the best and cheapest place to buy
your

Cures Scrotal*, Erysipelas,

CHENEY &

Cm/.

50-7w

Don’ t you forget

POSTER, MILBURN & CO, Prop’s,Bnffa'o, N.Y.

in

tween 12th and 18th

boy crazy is

other boy offcied

to

see an-

a cigar by his

father.

streets, on hill aoutb

of Hope College, formerlyowned
Crispell, D. D., and

to
w.

Bangs. For
or

& CO.,

Y.

to hia fellow-sufferen,
addreaa «l.
43 Chatham SU, N.

River Street.

FALL AND

H.

^

BKKTEH,

WINTER. 1881.

by.

Rev.

now owned by A.
I« F*

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

.LINIMENT.

Ladies and Children, Cloaks, Dolman, Circulars, Jackets
and all kinds>f cloaking, Plush Velvet, Satin Si»k
Crape, Fancy Ribbons, Plush, Satin, Moireantique,
Worsted jjjGoods, Jackets, Hoods, Scarfs,

8.

For Man and Beast.
We

BANGS,

Superintendent of School.

Canned Goods,

REWARD.

AEMY&UAVY

particularsapply on premises

4-2

Mackerel, Sardines,

will pay the above reward for any case of
Rheumatism or Neuralgia we cannot cure. It will
relieveany case of Diphtheria or Croup Instantly.
Will cure Thrush and Scratches on horses,and
will remove all pains, soreness or lameness from
Ring bone. Spayln, Splint or Curb, and remove

Fur Trimmings, Muffs and

Mustard by measure, can

be

bought at

4_3w.

.

JOHN PESbINK.

b<,Ul<5‘ARMY 4 NAVY* LINIMENT CO..
51 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
H.

Walsb, Agent,

Holland, Mich.

Colors.

Silk & Satins In all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery , Ger-

mantown Yarn, Canvas, EmbroiderySilk and

any nnnaturafgrowth of bone or muscles from
Lobsters, Salmon, and everything in that man or beast. See circulars. Price one dollarper
line, even

a

$25.00

Tho mansion aud ground, situatedbe-

it.

makes

IJotittis.

For Sale.

manuscript of his Irish diary’ to a friend
is

HALL’S

SELVIG,

Holland, 15 miles and back,

three times a week.— Grand Haven Herald.

who

8.

cause a notice of this order to be published In the
Holland City News, a newspaper published and
circulatingin said County, and that such publication be continued therein at least once In each
week for six weeks iu succession, or that she cause
a copy of this order to be personallyserved on
said non resident defendaut,at least twenty days
before the time above prescribedfor hia appear
anco.
DAN J. ARNOLD,
Wm. H.
Circuit Judge.

*cc- 10_ ^ ,3* 5300Henry D. Weatherwax. adm to Garmt Rillema,
w X
w X » c X. sec. 10-6-18.$800.
John E. Phillipsaud wife to WilliamHiusdlll,c X
u e X, “W. 33-6-13.$700.
Ulbcrg, n 25-40 n e X
Mary M. Gregory to
to Jan
*
s e X ®ec- 18-5-13.
10—5—13. $1,062.
Charles Boydeu and wife to Henry Jeths, lots
blk 6 Boltwood’sadd. Grand Haven. $300.
George M. Miller and wife to Joseph Freyer s X *

your case exactly.

December

HENRY

specific for

August Du Bols snd wife to Gyebert Pippel part lot
4 blk. 20 Munroe 4 Harris' Add Gd. Haven. $50.
Rebecca Roberts et al to Elizabeth J. Blake, e 4 s
The post-officedepartment has estab- e X sec. 21 n e X n c X sec. 15 all in 7-14. $2,200.
Saroantra P. Snyder to Newman Cbelson et al sX
lished star service in Michigan as follows:
n e frl
,ot 2. sec, 1—6—13. $500.
John V. B. Goodrich and wife to Byron O. GoodRobinson to Holland, from March 1st, to

suit

Holland, March 25th, 1881.

Complainant,

#

Do

and healthy blood

twelfth Judicial

v».

e

wish your muscular system

that is kind and friendly to the brain!

OF MICHIGAN: The

MARY ANN SELVIG,

$950.
Kornelia Huizinga and wife to FrederickHoeksema 66 acres in n w * s
and lot 2, aec. 9-7—14.
$1,300.
Trustee# School District No. 3frl of Township of
Tallmadge and Polkton to Wallet Lynn, w
lot 125, Lamont. $40.
Mary A. Winchesterto Newman Chilaon, et al s
n e frl X an(* h>i 2 of aec. 1—6—13. $500.
Corydon J. Wood and Imogene Park u X e X n w
»4 seX aec. 11-5-13. $800.
Marauda F. Wheeler to Henry Bosch s 18 acres sc
X n e X aec. 18-5-13. $1,000.
Henry D. Weatherwax, adm. to Jakob Rilleman e

gtrengthened?Do you need a stimulant
you desire good

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment:a
Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions. Nervous Headache.Mental Depression, Loss of Mem-

ALWAYS ON HAND.
G. Van Putten A Sons.

Circuit in Chancery.

w

Winter,

Dated: Holland, Mich., Feb.

A Cure Guaranteed.

Fresh Groceries

Order of Publication.

XwXwXseX

[Signed:] Wm. Butkau,
J.

1-ly

H. iMEEisro-s.

Suit pending in the Circuit Court for the county
ory. Spermntorrha'a,Impotency,Involuntary of Ottawa, in chancery at Grand Haven on the
Ninth
day of January. A. D. 1882. In this cause
Emissions.PrematnreOld Ace. cauaed by over-exertion,eelf-abnse,or over-indulgence, which leads it appearing by affidavit on file that the defendant
misery, decay and death. One box will cure re- Henry S. Helvig is not a resident of this State,but
Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa to
cent cases. Each box contains one month's treat- resides within the United States, to-wlt: in the
ment. One dollar a box, six boxes for five dollars; State of Ohio. On motion of Wm. it. Parks, solCounty.
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. icitor for said complainant,it is ordered that the
Is Recommended by Physlclangl
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With said defendant cause his appearanceto be entered
order received by ua for six boxes, acom- herein within four months and four days from the
For the week ending Feb. 6, 1882. each
panied with five dollars, we will send the pur- date of thin order, and in case of his appearance
bill of
chaser our written guarantee to return the money he cause his answer to the complainant’s
complaintto be fllert. and a copy thereof to be
if the treatment does not effect a cure. GuaranWe manufaeturaand sell Itwithapositive
This list includesonly such as seem to
tee? Dst;cd only when the treatmentis ordered served on said complainant’s solicitor,within
guarantee that It will pure any
be bona fide sales, quit claims, where the direcl from us. Addrow JOHN C. WEtsT 4 CO., twenty days alter service on him of a copy of said
case, end we will forfeit the above amount
Sole Proprietors, 181 4 183 W. Madison St., Chica- bill and notice of this order, and that In default
consideration is very small, not given.
ifitfaiiaiQ a single Instance, .
thereof
said
bill
to
be
taken
as
confessed
by
said
go, III. Sold by I). R. Meengs, Holland, Mich. 33-ly
Ills unlike
Catarrh remedy, a*
non resident defendant. And it Is furtherordered
Aaron W. Hunnel and wife to KornelU Huixinga,
that
within
twenty
days
the
said
complainant
66 acres In n w * a e K and Lot 2, aec. 9-7-14

Mr. Cappon says he will furnish the city

P.

1882.

by 3D,

Aoy

located within a reasonable distance from

of running the water works, the

9,

OTATE

physicians.

port, that they have Investigatedinto the

For Sale

As cheap as the cheapest.

strengthening?Are you recoveringfrom

some low fever? Do you suffer from
Report of Committee on Ways and Keans
dyspepsia or indigestion?Are you
on Water Works.
troubled with any urinary disorder? Rethe Honorable Mayor and Common
member Brown’s Iron Billers will surely
Council of the City of Uo'land:
cure you. They have cured thousands
Gkktlemen:— Your Committee on
who were given up to die by reputable
Ways and Means would respectfully re-

_________
Price *1.60 per bottla. Be sure
and ask fot
MarchUl’s
Uterine Catholicon. Take no other.
ot
Marchisi's’

>r.
Dr.

&C.,

L.

&

ETO-HTEC

S.

Hair Goods.

VAN •DEN
BERGE,
. - YIOl.X-A.TTX> w/rrOTj

STREET

We

JOTTINGS.
V
Butter

is

scarce and high.

Blackbirds have made

V

their

to be

that the “juvenile
Our readers will find the Governor’s
uniformed.
message on the fifth page of this paper.

_

***

Towns on

imceyi the advertisementof Dr.
other page. The Doctor is

^':br^rn0l'‘^W’8t:tJO!e.Ph:V™91

fruiTs'

purchase of the road from Allegan to

of the season.

, Dr. T. D. Powers, a former resident of

made

was

in

town

last

Wednesday and

us a pleasant call. The Doctor

is

at

elh‘

Wm. Verbbkk,

E. Bolhuis and E. P. Sutton have pur-

Mb. M. Harrington,

burden and

Is in excellent condition, so says our in-

formant.

ed

home

lie

was attendiug

while backing up a wagon

sand. The

of

to

Tre

M.

receive a load

the sessions of the

for

where

It

an-

belonged B

Grand

Of

Mr. H. reports the order in a flourishing

the extremely low price of

Evening, “ParaLaborers in the Vineyard.”

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. M.

We have

D. Terwilliger, Pastor. Morning, “Light

The Big Rapids

in the Darkness." Evening,

Pioneer Magnet is pub-

— -

real issue in the praent church

business. Now

is

_

auunuacement

-

OOR. OAKTAL

the

Tank Kee

Buffalo local freight, formerly

known

Tuesday
8t.

at

__

_

in this

Bridgman. He was taken

to

physician, dressed his wound, and, at the

—

time of writing, thought that amputation

*

— —

BRONSON

STS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
'

STEKETEE’S

Neuralgia Drops,

to this matter,

lectured before a not over

nected with said Ref. Church of America.”

Lyceum Hall. Thursday After some discussion the resolution “that
evening. His lecture was entertaining the First Ref. Church of Holland, shall
and instructive. The curiositiesthat he sever iu connectionwith the Ref. Church
exhibited were alone worth the price of of America,” was carried by a vote, by
admission. We understandthat endeavors ballot, of 85 iu favor aud 18 against. All
large audience in

Joseph where Dr. Webster, the railroad

would be necessary.

now,

this church is any longer to remain con-

city, had his foot severelycrushed last

/

church, had taken iu regard

figuresthan the present market

Ac

a good, healthy,

not remain behind our sister cities.

*

WURZBURG.

W.

F.

mem-

which it was submited to the vote of the

the time for Holland to

and organize

the fashionable colors at

as we cannot duplicate them at any suclr figures.

Marriage to the Sinner.”
In accordance with the

all

much lower

secured these goods early at

members present “whether, considering
difficulties, as we understand it, is not fo
active organization of this kind. We have the presence of freemasonry and other
much the opposition to secret societies, as
the material for a rousing association and secret societies in the Ref. Church of
they all agree about the degree of evil, but
plenty of room for improvement, so why America, and the indefinite and unsatiswhether the evil ‘is sufficientto warrant
not take hold of this matter at once and factory action the General Synod, of said
them in seceding from the denomination.
fall into line

freight conductoraud well

y*rd. The

value, and ladies would do well to supply their wants in this line of Dreii Goods

fires, if it had not been for the system,
Engineer Geo. Pickard of engine No. 1
bers of the First Ref. Church, was held in
would have resulted in duiug fifty per
of the 0. &. W. M. railway, one day this
their church edifice, in this city on last
cent, more damage than was actually done.
week took a train of 61 cars from this city
Monday evening. Mr. T. Kepple, who
to Muskegon. This is claimed to be the
Allegan has followed the example of was chairman,read a report consisting of
largest train ever pulled out of Holland Kalamazoo in organizing an improvement lengthy preambles and a resolution prewith one engine.
society, and if reports are true they mean pared by the consistory of the church, by

^New

-a

“God’s

previously given, a meeting of the

Mr. C. J. Howe, a brakeman on

««%

23c.

celebrated Juillard in black and

poor animal was immediate- curred there since the completion of the

-

IS

15q per yard.

quality in black and colored at 20c Per

fine

Pelt, Pastor.

“Communion.”

ble of tbe

Holly water works, and in nine out of ten

-i

N

X

^

»•»**

»•*

Very

to-morrow’sservices:

Morning,

I. 0. 0. F. held in that city.

lishing a record of the fires that have oc-

ly shot.

The

]/

In
” j c»i»rrf
G°°d
wool, Black Bunting at the very low price of

following are the subjects of dis-

Hope Church— Rev. D. Van

condition.

was caused by a horse breaking its leg

It

noticed

x
Ways,/

of (bis city, return-

last Saturday from Lansing,

Lodge of the

Quite a commotion was created on
River slVeet last Wednesday morning.

/

P.

/Wednesday morning we

pther new dray on our streets.

several

course iu the English Churches in this city,

chased the schooner Wanderer, of Manisis 40 tons

•

James Ash, Harry Burch, Michel Curley,
Ada Prissan, H. M. Travis, Esq.

present residing in Chicago.

tee. The Wanderer

^

pin^at the City Hotel.

I

!

cases of the following

an-

present stop*

_
jrsixxssx
p ss^'i'szngi

first

00

this city,

at

SHE OF BUNTING

•We open on Saturday Morning, January 28,

thfc

Thursday, March 2. This is the

durance

GREJIT

Miqp E. Metz and 3Irs. Ed. J. HarriugMiss Meade will positively be here and
’^iton have gone on a visit to New York.
fill the next date of the lecture course,
_
>ear- y
^ / Active operations have commenced on March 17th.
7lbe building to be erected by the Rev.
We call the attention of our readers to

appear

•oce.'

f

are informed

band” are

are being made for bis early return, for

who

a

voting. A resolutionwas now passed,
that the consistorywas to notify the

two

series of

lectures,when

be

will

have a better opportunity to exhibit the

The only medicines used without turning (he
stomach wrong side out. I warrant tho cure of

NEURALGIA,

belonged to the minority' parly not

Bcuolten’s bridge la overflowed by large collectionof

curiosities that he Classis of this action at its next meeting.
water to such ao exteuut that travel across carries.
The majority also instructed the consisit is it^ possible^ It is well to mention in
Our neighbor and brother of the Hol- tory, to take measures toward such a divisthis cothreeliori, that w bile our citizensare
Is the only sure care for the destruction of the
lander “can’t tee why we made the 8ti*e- ion of tbe property, as would allow the Pin Worm, snd It also takes the Btomsch snd Tape
looking to the improvement of the roads
Worm.
physic is necessary. Price,only 25
ment that our citizens have more ‘sand’ minority a portion relativeto their num- cents perNo
bottle. For sale by all Durgglsts.Beleading into this city, it would be well to
than those of Grand Haven in regard to ber, provided, each one of the minority ware of coanterfeits.
bear in mind that this is not the first time
the question of waterworks.” We made acquiesed in such a settlement. The con-

has happened and that some

this

action ought to bo taken in order to prevent

£

it

It

is

/upon

News

was then

is called sented to our citizens in the

She

same manner meeting was about to disperse,Rev. Steffens, of Zeeland, chairman of tbe com-

to chronicle so

nad

fcU.^'y

w

ls

^

proprietors of the City Mills. The funera.

from Albion College

to recruit bis health.

-

Wfrgiip

the following

from the Brazoria

L.T. Kauters retiredIrom the management

which cast
gloom over the entire working force,

s

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

racEETlX

Otto Breyman
--

Planing Mill

Dealer in

In

to

preveut

them. It

rebuildingour new shop we have purchased
entirely new

was the
Machineryof

Grand Rapids, have been visitingrelatives determinationof the minority to hold a
and friends in this city.
meeting right there and then, for the pur-

regret to say that Mr.

of tbe work here a week ago,

St„

meeting to protect, what they considered

Mr. and Mrs. T. Van Eenenaam, of determiued

Church on Tuesday afternoon.

Impendent: “We

89 Monroe

Sole Proprietor.

their rights,and the majority equally as

services were held in the First Reformed

V

a

_

GEO. G. STEKETEE,

was to the citizens of Grand Haven,

sudden and sad
ithat a practical demonstration
Idcalh as that of Mrs. H. Beukema.
Mciuuunnuiuuof
ui the
me mittee appointed by the Classis,for tbe
|Was returning home from attending divine I amounl °r "*aod” will be given with such general oversightover vacant congregations, requested those who did not intend
j .worship,
nuiouii*,*«»»«
iuo luumcr
last Duuuajr
Sunday aueruoon,
afternoon, ana
and had v^m “ 10 ^Q0C,{ ibe
leatherapuuiacics
spectaclesoff
to withdraw from the Reformed Church,
Reached the door of her home, when she / l^e 0080 our deemed contemporary.
to remain. Up to this time it was a quiet
"1«1 Wb“l
ZRfitr.dNTT
TTRIfQ
and
orderly meeting of respectable
ZEELAND ITEMS.
posed to be an apoleptic fit and died one
Christian citizens,but tbe request coming
hour and a half later. Mrs. Beukema has
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. De Roo— a girl.
ns it did, was the signal for a disagreeable
long been a resident of Holland and wi
the mother of Aid. Beukema, one of th,
Mr. Nicholas Vyn has returned home scene. The minority insistingon holding
n' as it

Price 50c per bottle.

FOB. SA.X.E B’y A.LL IDKTJOGHSTS.

instructed to take im-

from the characteristicsand history of our mediate measures toward calling a minispeople, and still think if the matter is pre- ter. After singing and prayer, when the

occuring in the future.

seldom that tbe

the assertionon general principles,judging sistory

providing It la used according to direction.

Mr. John De Kruif, of tbe firm

of

Wichers, De Kruif & Co., wagon manufacturers, is convalescingafter

weeks

illness

and

a

three

will be able to be out in

the

met Approved Patterns,

And we are confidentwe cau satisfyall who
want

pose of considering their present position,
to organize,

and

to

prepare and send to

Planing, Matching,

the Classis, their protest against the ac
lion of the consistory and

OR

of tbe majority

Jewelry, Watches,

a general expression of regret by both
of tbe members of the church. After
a few days.
Re-Sawing Done*
employees and neighbors, and as we
much and riotous disturbance, that was
Our merchants are receiving their spring no credit to those participating,the minor- Silnnuii fliUnrii ui fuoj Boob,
WE HAVE A STEAM
understandagainst tbe wish of the company. Mr. Kanters has conducted the goods and expect a good trade. Mr. G. ity succeeded in withdrawingto one
1 have engaged tbe services of Mr. N.
work here since its inception more than a Brusse, our popular clothier and tailor, is corner of the building,organized, apH.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
y year ago, and managed it too, with much receiving a large stock of ready-made pointed a committee to prepare a protest, mechanic, who will do the repairingof
AUD TUI
Credit to himself as an expert. Capt. clothing and bass' fine line of cloths and and then made a formal demand for the watches, so that our work can be war- DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL
Elwill takes charge of the work, and we suitings. His styles and fits still keep tbe keys of the church from Mr. Keppel, ranted.
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
trust he may be as popular and as good a lead and will bear recommendation.
which, being refu»cd they withdrew from
All the Goods are warranted
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
manager-as his predecessor,but such a
the building, after giving notice’tbat they
ITEMS.
thing could scarcely be expected of him
to be just as represented.
would meet again on the morrow to comnotios^*n**nour ^n* manufactured on short
•
or any one else especiallyby those who
plete
their organization. The majority
WBRKMAN k VAN ARM.
Large flocks of wild geese passed over
I will also keep on band a full line of
have been on the work with him as long
and
all others present now dispersed, it
the city, bound north and are hailed as
as msny have been here.” Mr. L. T. the harbingers of spring.
being past midnight.
MEDICINE.
Kanters U not expected home until some
Wednesday, at one o’clock, the Classis
si
—and a—
time in May.
The Prop. Heath come In Wednesday of Holland were to meet in tbe Fjrst
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
an unfailingenre
morning, from Sougatuck, to load tbe Church. A report was circulated,during
for semlnafweak
f
Mr.
E. J. Harrington received tbe^
pees, SpermaI- . .
. . ..........
machinery built at Bryce. Bloecker* Co.’s the forenoon, that they hud been refused
Come and examine our stock. No
torrhea, Impoffirst patent granted by the Governor for lahop, for tbe new barge building at Sauthe building by the Trustees, and in con- trouble to show Goods.
tfpey, and all
[ the ands known An thn
I
the lands known as the “Griswold lands,” Utuck.
0. BREYMAN.
Diseases that folsequence the minority, by civil process,
Holland. Mich., Jan. 1, 1881. 48-ly
Which have for so long a time, been the

and

'

IDR/ST

-

GRAND HAVEN

—

8IMT

run

SPECTACLES JMH

.

—

T

--

---

-

county. It Wfif TnE Detroit* GroQd HaTea & Milwaukee
1 be remembered that these lands were I*allway Go•• building two large ice
granted to the Port Huron Railroad com- houses on their grounds near tbe south
pany bv an act of congress,May 1, 1873, channel bridge. It seems that the comand were purchased by A. D. Griswold pany is this year rather behind hand with
X?one of contenUon in this

was

to

take forcible possession and grant

tbe Classis privilege to hold

Through

this

their session.

report a large

number of

„

_

FIRST

WARD

people had gatheredin front and around
the building to see it broken open, but

sheriff’s sale, a title was also

secured

their

work, as there is no ice

to

JAMES RYDER,

Mflll TAffi«l.^,vSlJieu0iri-Aft«r
,
min'J; n??,A,he Dlmneis of Vision, Pre3K
inLmtnr other Diaetses that
orCoD,nmPU°n and a Prema-

E
ure

Med,f,n® i*

store for that congregation.

Holland,

April

druggist at $1 per

f6‘or w,nbe

aMSM-r* v./'
GREAT REDUCTION
fo, 8.,.

IN PRICES IN

THE

JEWELRY STORE

ALBERS,

J.
8th

Strut, HOLLAND, MICH.

before

you judge

organizations.

»<»ld hr all

.

j

Give us a

SPECW

__

GroceryHouse

be seen were disappointed.The members of tbe
anywhere in the vicinity, unless they Classis gatheredto one side of the crowd,
i by William R. Bowes, who was trustee of
came to order and adjourned to the Third
shdUld try to import it from Muskegon.
f Mid railroad company. Senstor Ferry
Church, and marched there in a body,
two years ago introduced a bill in congress,
The new Masonic bail, in the Howlett where they proceeded to transact their
abd it was passed, turning these lands over
block, has been open for visitors during business in a quiet and peaceable manner.
Prop’r.
to the state. The legislature at its last
this week. The rooms are splendidly In tbe latter part of tbe afternoon,the
session granted a title to actual settlers,
furnished, and all tbe appointments are minority, through the proper officers, preowners not living on the land and to first-clast,reflectinghonor, as well on tbe
F^hased the interestformerlyowned
sented their protest against the action of •ni
»nd having leased my Hotel, I
squatters, by a payment of back taxes and
members of the lodge for their liberality, in the consistory, and asked to be taken un- will devote my entire attent&nto the Grocery BusIness,and therefore respectfullycall the sttentlon
10 cents per acre, which amount was to be
furnishing the means, as on the committee der the protection of the Classis. The pro- of the cltisens of Holland to my new burineee.
paid before March 1, 1882, and If they were
The itore la on the
of arrangement, for tbe good taste dis- test was accepted, snd tbe consistory were
not then redeemed the lands were to go
played. It is understood that within a summoned to appear before Cisssis on tbe
back ^3 the State, in consequence of tbe
Cor. Eighth and Fish St.
few days, a public reception will be given 18th day of March, fors bearing. Tbe
date being near at hand our lawyers were
by the lodge, tnd a formal dedication request was granted and a minister was .[ "lI1 °°de*Torto keep on band a complete supbesieged with clients last Saturday,who
fll1 *11 orders promptly to the best of mj
will take place at the same time. The providedfor them for next Sunday. It is
desired to take advantage of the means
rooms are Jointly occupied by Grand to be hoped that this will be the last of
thus offered by the State, of perfecting
Haven Lodge, No. 139, F. & A. M.; this aggravating question, but it appears
trial
their titles and securing the land, for
Corinthian Chapter,No. 84, R A. M.;and there are certain legal point involved that
which tbeyhsd already paid Bowes or
us.
Grand Haven Council, No. 51, R & 8. M. will have to be settled before the courts,
Griswold. It is to be hoped that this is Mr. Geo. E. Hubbard is presiding officer
snd what now appears to be the end, may
the last of this lengthy and somewhat
snd C. T. Pagelson secretary of. all these only be the beginning of the trouble in
JAS. RYDER.
mixed controversy.
under

KILN

18.

1881.

10-tf

Clocks which hsve been sold for |4, are

now for sale at $8. Tbe entire stock on
band will be sold- at that rate. Plated
ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
cost for the next 60 days.
Oct.

15.

1881.

87-ly

It will be obvious, from tho character of the
reporting on the same from time WRnts of each family at practicable.The first work itself, and the possibilityof contingencies
payment
was
made
by
special
agents
sent
for
to time, to the oommiadon. On the 27th of
arising in the future which may to some extent
January a final report was sent by the Bay City that purpose in the latter part of November increase or diminish the necessity for aid to
Committee, accompaniedby a check for the and beginning of December, being for tue the sufferers, that the commission cannot asmonths of* Decemberand J anuary. The change
remaining funds in their bauds.
sume the responsibility of naming a epocifio
Upou careful considerationof the general from supplies to money paymentsappeared to sum for that purpose,but instead thereof regive
general
*•'
condition of the sufferers, and of the system
In January a second payment was made for spectfully submits some statisticsin connection
adopted and in operation for their relief as
therewith, which it trusts may be of service in
shown by the report* of the committees,your the month of February aftd part of March, 25 determining the amount yet necessary,and
commission, being pledged, according to ar- per cent, being added to the amount allowed in which will be found attachedto this report
rangements at the meeting requestingits ap- the previous payment
lo accepting tho trust placed in our hands
It is believed that when the hay now being
pointment,to carry out all existing contracts
we haveso cuaeavored to dischargethe duties
purchased
and
distributed is paid for, also outmade by the previous relief oommittees, reincumbentupon us in furnishing aid to our
solved, as the most judicious course under ex- standingcontracts for lumber, freight and othwithout additionalcurrent expense, and tbo
er expenditures, a sufficientaigouut will sufferingfellow-citizens as to enable them to
isting circumstances, to carry out in its general
men relieved at the Fame time from constant
remain on hand to make one more cash distri- build up their homes again, and to become
confinement I think the needed appropriation features the system adopted by the Detroit ReFebruifcfjr tfW* should be made to carry out the plan of the lief Committee,which appear to have been bution, sufficient,at least, to subsist the suffer- self-supporting.
Iu closing this rei>ortwe may bo permittedto
, A
.
mo-t admirablyplanned,and to have been car- ers until April
say that we, as a people, are under the deepest
ms nagers.
The
following
statement
of
cash
receipts
and
ried out hitherto with great energy and sucI desire to call your attention to another emdisbursements under the differentclassifica- obligations to our fellow-citizens of other
States for so generous a responseto tho appeal
barrassment in the managementof this prison. cess.
Heiint-'r* kii'l Ovn. omen of \h<j Honre of RepreTho limits of such a report as the present tions of aid given, including those of the DeTue law now permits courts to sentencefemales
troit Relief Committee, is respectfully submit- for aid to our sufferingpeople, and that we
wiilatlTeN:
will i.ot permit the commission to present other
have endeavored to administertheir bounty for
to tins institution, while there are no provisTbo coiwtimtiu.i of tbo State Rrovidcatbat
than a general and somewhat condensed review ted. Proper vouchers for all disbursements the best interests of those for whose benefit it
ions for their care or employment. The latter
will
be
found
on
file in tue office of the com“tboOoveruor may coutene the LegiHlalure should be provided,or the former prohibited. of the work of relief.The socUon of country
has been so freely bestowed.
burned over was promptly arranged into dis- mission. The receiptsand disbursements in
All of which is respectfully submitted.
on extract dinary oocaaiona.” Such an occasion I recommend the adoption of the latter course
condensed
form
of
the
East
Saginaw
and
tricts of from one to five townships each, as
H. P. Baldwin, Chairman.
and
suggest
that
section
12,
act
No.
110,
laws
Bay
City
Relief
Committees
follow
in
the
order
has been reached. An emergency of pressing
A. H. Dey,
of 1879, aud section 3, act No. 159, laws of was found to be most convenient ; one-half of
characterhas canned me to exercUe the power 1881, relativeto disorderlypersons, be so some townships being in one districtand the named.' A statementof the actual receipts in
D. C. Whitwood,
cash has not yet been received from the Relief
at an earlier day thariMvould otherwise have amended as to take from the courts the power other half placed in another, the better to acGeorge C. Codd,
commodate the sufferers.These districts were Committee of Flint ; their total expenditures
F. W. Swift,
to send femalesto this prison.
and
balance
remitted
to
your
commission
is
been necessary.
placed in charge of a responsible and promiC. T. Gorham.
STATE REFORM SCHOOL.
therefore
given
:
A districtcoverir.g portions of Huron, SaniThe number of inmates in this institution nent citizen residing therein, through whom,
Detroit, Fob. 22, 1882.
RECEIPTS.
their relief agent, assisted by voluntary
lac, Tuscola, St. Clair and Lapeer counties wa? has increased stoadilv until enlarged accommo- IUJ bUmi lOliCl OgU&lti mooiBw*
Cash received by DetroitRelief
local committees in the district,the generalreCommittee ..............
$207,274.89
widely devastated in Septemberlast by forest dations are a necessity. A portion of one of
STATISTICS OF LOSSES.
lief committees and the commissionhave dis- Cash received by Fire Relief
the old central buildingsis in a dangerous conThe followingstatisticsof the losses by the
fires, thp property of 3,231 families destroyed,
pensed every form of relief,except in cash,
Com mission ................
$198,284. 56
dition. The material was poor and the contires are prepared from reportsmade to tho
and 14,438 persons made dependent upon pub- struction very defective. An inspectionlately which has been distributed, with their assist- Cash received from East SagiFire Relief Commission
naw ReliefCommittee ....... 1,680.15
ance,
by
special
lic aid. In this calamity1,521 dwellingswere made bv competentbuilders,at my request,
Through these district agenciesas originally Cash receivedfrom Flint Relief
Number, of townnhips more or le*w
Committee ..................163.44
70
consumed, together with 1,480 barns, hun- satisfies me that attention should be given the organized,with the exceptionof a few changes
burned over ..........................
Caah received from Bay City
mailer at once.
1,521
Number of hou*e» destroyed ...........
shown to be necessary as the work developed, Relief Committee ........... 8-40
dreds of miles of fenoesf,dome«Uoanimals in
The members of the Board of Control hav1,480
Number of barns dentroyed............
grc&t number v and vast quantitiesof house- ing charge of this school have heretoforebeen relief has been dispensedto the sufferers under
200,183.55
Number of familiesburned out and reProvishold f urnit urs. clothing and agricultural im- paid for their services out of special appropri- the* following general classification:
3, ‘231
ported for aid ........................
Total receipts ............ $407,408.44 Number of persons burned out and replements, with accumulated stores of food. ations. This has been suspended by the modi- ions and groceries, clothing and bedding,mediDIS IIURS EM F.NTK.
14,438
cines and medical aid, seed wbont and grass
The losses of those who have asked and reported for aid .......................
ficationof the law during the last session.
seed ; plows, wagons, harness and agricultural Canh paid for provisions and
Total value of prop>rty reporteddeceived aid, as shown by sworn appraisals,
I recommend that consideration bo given to
groceries ..................$ 52,702.50
Htroyed ..............................
amounted to 12,316,913, or an average these subjects and such action be taken as the implements and tools of all kinds ; lumber and Cash paid for seed wheat and
Average !o«i of each family ............. ‘20.40
shingles, doors, windows and nails, etc., for
of over 1726 for each family. To exigenciesrequire.
grass seed .................. 26,517.60
Average loss per capita. ................
16'h&5
houses and bams ; furniture, including stoves, Caah paid for furniture,stoves,
add to the terrible aspects of those
MICHIGAN SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND.
Tho estimate made above of proDortydebedsteads, chairs, tables, crockery,tin and
etc., etc .....................34,704.94
dreadfulmisfortunes, nearly 300 human beings
The location of this institution at Lansing
stroyed does not include that of individuals not
perishedin consequence by suffocation and by was only settled by the Legislatureiu the last wboden ware ; hay and other feed for such Cash paid for agriculturalImrequiring aud who did not apply for aid.
plements, tools, etc., and reburning. No referenoe is made in this estimate hours of its regular session. The delay in se- number of cattle as they were advised iq repairs ......................
10,497.25
tain
;
donations
and
loans
in
money
to
aid
in
to the losses of those who have neither asked
lecting a permanent site had prevented the
Cash paid for blankets,boots
STATISTICS AND ESTIMATES IN RELAnor required assistance, which is known to have management (rora adopting a definite plan on rebuilding saw-mills, etc., destroyed ; cash disand shoes, etc. .............. 17,272.52
TION TO FURTHER AID FOR THE SUFtributions by special agents directly to the suf- Cash paid for lumber and shinbeen of great magnitude ; nor to those of a
which to base an intelligentrequestfor au apFERING.
ferers on as liberal a scale proportionedto the
public nature, among which were titty-out
gles, doors, windows and
FEED FOR STOCK.
propriation.
hardware ................... 21,144.02
size and wants of each family as the commisschool houses and a large number of churches
Total number of cattle, at tbe maximum allowed
No appropriationhas been made for permaCash
paid
for hay and feed lor
sion
deemed
it
wise,
with
the
means
at
its
tiomand highway bridges.
of one team and one cow to each family, that
nent improvement since the original act estabcattle.......................66,845.44
The destruction thus wrought loft men, womraand, to
,
are receivingone and a half ton* of hay each,
lishing tho school. The funds heretofore proCaah paid for hospPal stores
On the progressand results obtained in the
in round number* about 5,000. Proportion of
en and children destitute of either clothing,
and physicians.............. 2,803.19
vided have boon exhausted,and improvements
teama in the above requiring additionalfeed
distribution of the foregoing means of relief Cash paid for freights and
food or shelter— all that was combustible had
are needed to accommodate the increased deduring aceding time ....................... 1,700
been swept awav. It covered a territoryof over
teaming, etc ................ 14,484.88
mand for admission. Yonr attention is re- the commission reports as follows :
Provisions aud groceries have been liberally Caah paid for expenses of disHEED.
1,800 square miles, and in the progressof its
spectfully called to the subject
tribution, agencies, office,
Total amount ankod for per returnscollected
supplied, sufficient to subsist the sufferers
ravages swept the entire district within from
EASTERN MICHIGAN ASYLUM.
etc ..........................9,664.06
upon an average to nearly the first of January,
two to four honrs'after it began. No time was
as follows :
The completionof the additionalwings to
Cash paid advances to rebuild
.........................
31,663 bushel*.
& cash distribution being made in the latter
given to save even household treasures. With a
tho asylum at Pontiac will render its capacity
saw-mills,etc ..........
7,823.00
Peaa ...............................
28,861 “
part of November and beginning of Decemfurious wind came smoke and intense darkness,
Cash distributed to the sufferequal to the asylum at Kalamazoo, and will neWheat .............................
“
ber, as a substitute from that date.
followedquioklv by a fervent heat that nothing
ers. .........................69,583.66
cessitate a corresponding increase in the mediCorn ............................. 8,332
Clothingaud bedding have been supplied to
oonld withstand. The wonder is, not that so
Barley .............................
«,«4
“
cal staff. The present appropriation
is insuffi$334,041 40
the (sufferers in abuudance. The former, as
Total disbursements ......
mauv perished, but that so many escaped.
Potatoes ............................
11,6M
cient for this purpose, and an additional sum
well as large quantities of the latter,being furThe urgent necessitiescreated by this calamTimothy seed .......................
2,074 ‘
is a necessityto duly equip the asylum. I
Balance
on
band
............
$
78,366.04
nished through the generous contributions of
Cioveraeed ..........................
ity demanded instantrelief. Before the fires
recommend an appropriationfor salaries of ofContracts have been made for the full
The above report from individualrequests,
the public in these articles.
were exhausted food aud clothing were being
amount of hay required to complete the
ficers for this asylum equal to that made for
includes returns and estimates from all the sufMany districtswere supplied with more clothadministered from neighboring commnnities.
allowance
of
one-half
ton
per
head
adKalamazoo.
ferers of everv class. Deducting from this
ing of certaink^nds than was reonired, the
The people of this State and of other Statea
ditional, which ia now being distributed,
MICHIGAN REFORM SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
greatest demand being for warm bedding, tickon which there is unpaid about ........ $ 35,000.00 quantitythe proportionof those whose losses
The Board of Control of the Reform School
wore slight and who should be able to supply
ing, new boots and shoes, and woolen wear for Estimated amount requiredto pay freight,
for Girls calls my attention to the want of faalso amount still due for lumber to comthemselves (about one- fourth) and also the
winter nse. These the commi ssion purchased
forgotten, owumil wimiu me UKWUW>. W. M.*.
cilities for surgicaltreatment of its inmates,
plete shelterfor stock, and for miaoellaquantitybelieved, on a comparison of the staand distributed wherever required.
generationhas the kinship of mankind been
ueoua expenditures, about.. ........... 18,000.00
and respectfully asks that section1 of act 138,
The stocks of clothing now on hand we be- Making total estimated liabilitiesabout . 58,000.00 tisticalreturns of losses with tbe amount asked
demonstratedby more marked and tangible session laws of 1881, be so amended as to infor, to be in excess of the ability to use for
lieve to be sufficient for the requirements of Leaving a balance on band with which to
manifestations.The thanks of the State are
clude this school, I commend the request to
seeding purposes,will show that about 60 per
due to every individual who came to the help
tho
,
.
make one more cash distribution of
your consideration.
Seed wheat for fall sowing was furnished by
about .................................
20,000.00 cent, of the quantityasked for will be sufficient
of our sufferingfellow-citizens at this terrible
CONTINGENT DAMAGES TO STATE INSTITUTIONS
Which will probablybe distributed in March. to supply all that can be properly used by those
this commissionand other committees to all
juncture, andtney especially belong to the men
BY FIRE.
It will be seen, therefore, that on oayment of entitled to seed.
who were reported as entitledto it and ready
and women of our sister commonwealthsand
At present .there is no insurance against losses
TAXES.
to sow. Through the energy of the committees the above liabilities, and one more cash distrithe neighboringBritish provinces. In addition
by fires occurringin any of the State instituThe taxes reported by the Township Treasurand their agents in the district,aided by the bution, the entire fund in tho hands of the
to large amounts contributed for this reliefby
tions, nor is there any provision therefor. The
ers as assessed to the sufferersamount to
favorable season, a large area was sown in good commission will bo exhausted.
churches,societies and individualsdirectly to
embarrassments growing out of the destruction
time with the promise of a favorable result. A REPORT OF EAST SAGINAW RELIEF COMMITTEE. $26,276.
the sufferers, of which there is no attainable
of similar propertyiu other States during the
The above amount includes tho assessment
quantityof grass seed was also furnished and Cash receipts .................. .........
record, but which is known to aggregate many
past year cause a natural feeling of insecurity
Distributionin money and supplies .......3,571.19 against every sufferer of all classes, one-fourth
thousands of dollars,there has been resown.
nere, especially among the managers of our
of whom at least should be able to pay withoeived by tho State Fire Belief CommisPlows, wagons, harness and other farming
Balance remitted to tbe Fire Relief Comasylums.
out aid.
ion, the
dauu,
me Detroit and Port Huron committees.
— ---------implements
were
sent
forward
in
liberal
quanmiwion,
as
per
its
report
.............
.
$1,680.15
At a recent meeting of the joint boards of
BUBSIHTENCE FOB THE PEOPLE.
and oommittees of other localities,as reported
UAY CITY RELIEF COMMITTEE.
tities as rapidly as practicable.The distributhe asylums, the following action was taken
The number of families reported who will
Cash receipts and donations of merchanto me, the sum of $623,436.89 in cash, together
Renolved, That the Board of Trustees of the tion of tho most expensiveof these articleswas
dise ......................
- .......... $23,063.81 probably require aid for subsistence after jApril
*itb donations in kind which when added to
Eastern Michigan Asylum and of the Michigan intrusted to the judgment of the agents, to be Cash distributionsin money aud supplies.23,058.41
1,
m
the cash contribution would equal the sum of
loaned
or
donated,
as
they
might
deem
advisAsylum
for the
Insane,uun
now in joutt session,
AHVH1U1 IUI
LUC luoaiic,
^ — —“"I
Balanceon hand remitted to the Fire ReNumber of persons includedin these families
able,
it
being
impossible
to
supply
all
who
aprespectfully renew their request to tho Governor
lief Commission as per report .......... 5.40
who will probably require more or less sub^Vhe’countrvwhere the fires raged is purely
FLINT BELIEF COMMITTEE.
of the BUte to recommend to the Legislature plied. By tho aid, however, of a liberal exsistence from April 1 until harvest,say about
agricultural, without other local industries to
penditure
for
the
repair
of
those
only
partially
Cash receipts(no report) ......... ......
at it* approaching extra session that a sum of
furnish employment,consequently,after the
DistributionsIn money and supplies ...... $2,457.91 live months, 9,000.
not less than $100,000 be provisionally appro- destroyed, most of the sufferers are now enabled
Cash remitted to the Fire Relief Commisfirst distresses were relieved, the unfortunate
priated to commence the immediate rebuild- to prosecute the work on their lands.
STATEMENT FROM PORT HURON.
sion, as per n-port ....................
.
163.44
people whose wants we are now considering,
The
work
of
furnishing
lumber
and
shingles
ing of tbo asylums for the insane in the event
In the foregoingare presented only the
Port Huron, Mich., Feb. 10, 1882.
being left with nothing but bare land, were
to replace, after a sort the houses aud barns
of their injury or destruction bv tire.
receipts from contributionsin cash and in
ExcellencyDavid H. Jerome, Governor,Sagicompelled to elect between seeking new homes
Were either asylum to be destroyed most destroyed was entered upon immediatelyafter merchandisesold for cash, which, from its HI*
naw City, Mich. :
elsewhere or to depend upon being sustained
serious inconvenience would be felt, and tbe the fifes, but so large were the quantities re- nature and the circnmstancesof the sufferers
Dear Bib : In reply to yonr telegram of yesby other thin their own resourcesuntil they
longer the delay in repauing or rebuilding the quired beyond tho available stocks within it was deemed more advantageous to sell man terday we would ' respect lully report that
oonld reach self-supportfrom the product of more embarrassingwould be tho difficulty. reach that some time was unavoidably conthe total amount of money received by our
to distribute in kind.
their own farms. They chose the latter course,
Nothing could be done until the Legislature sumed before all the sufferers could be furIn addition to the above, large quantities of committee up to date is $192,831.44, of which
with the most encouragingresults thus far, and
nished
with
sufficient
for
snelter.
In
order
to
convened. Tnia would be attended by loss of
have devoted their energies and labor to re- time, and, should an extra session be necessary, hasten and increase the supply,advances and clothing,bedding, articles for domesticuse, amount $175,008.62 has been expended aud apbuilding houses and fences and to sowing fall
donationswere made to owners of saw-mills and other suoplies, have been receivedfrom all propriated, leaving an available tialance of $17,by large expense.
parts of tbe United States and Canada, which 822.82 incur bauds. We have received and
grainTthe returns from which can only be reWould it not be wise to place within the con- destroyed in the district,to be repaid in lum- were forwarded to the agents as rapidly as distrionteddonated goods valued at $255,alized at the coming harvest
ber
and
sawing
for
the
benefit
of
the
sufferers.
trol of some BUte authority a fund sufficient
practicable, to be distributed to the best of 960.26. Respectfullysubmitted.
In order to succeed in the course adopted
for making repairsor rebuildingto a limited Tho Detroit Relief Committee, by whom such their judgment The widely varied character
Yours very respectfully.
and to continue in the occupancy of their lauds
loans
and
donations
were
chiefly
made,
was
extent auy of the State buddings which may be
and quality, and me quantity of these donaM. H. Alla rdt, Sec’y.
as their homes, these people must bo sufltained
of
injured when the Legislature is not in session. guided in its action by the recommendation
tions, their rapid accumulation,and the necesuntil their crops mature. They must have food
the district agents, that such aid would not
I have called your attentionto these wants
sity of sending them forward withoutdelay for
until harvest aud food for their animals until
only increase the quantityof lumber for the
Old-Time Sleighing* Parties.
of the State institutions, feeling forcibly im
the use of the sufferers, precluded the possithe grass grows. They a' so require seed for
use
of
the
sufferers, but. by sawing logs for
urgency
pressed with their importanoe and ui
bility of either the Detroit Relief Committee or
There
is n vast difference between the
tbeir spring crops. The contributedfunds will
onal in- those who required,be of general benefitto this commission appraising them at any satisfrom knowledge acquired by person
sleighing parties of to-day and the
soon bo spent and the harvest is months in the
the district. Borne of these loans have already
been repaid in full or in part in lumber and factory valuation, and therefore no attempt to sleighing parties of old times. Then
. < spection.
.
i
- STATE FI8HERIEH.
value them was made.
The exigenciesof tho case demand action,
My attention has been called to a difficulty sawing. The sufferers are now all under
In presentinga statement of the number of they had but one sleigh. It was a square
and to afford relief is no longer a questionof that embarrasses the commission charged with shelter, and temporary shelter for tho stock is
packages
of all kinds received, we beg to add box”, very heavy, and the back of the
policy— it is an imperative duty. The State
also nearly furnished.
fish culture, growing out of want of legal aucannot permit its people to want for food. In thority to purchase, hold and control real
As fast as places of shelter could bo got that properly prepared books were placed in sleigh was higher than the head when
the bauds of tho agents on which to record the seated, over which a coverlet was thrown.
1859, under similar circumstancesto a limited
estate. Needed improvementsare delayed in ready* and doors and windows sent forward to amonuts distributed of these, as well as of all
extent, citizens were aided from the treasury
consequence of this defect. Tho difficulties en- close them in, the commission, who had mean- other supplies, against the name of each fam- The sleigh was so heavy that two horses
of the State, and the act was in harmonv with
were required to draw it. Tho sleighs
countered will be presented by the Fish Com- while been forwarding stoves as fast as they ilv receiving
the Judgment and sentimentof tho people.
mUsion in a memorial at the proper time. I could be obtained from the manufacturers, 'Donations of merchandise received by the were all painted yellow aud were called
For more specific information yon are re- commend it for your consideration.
purchased and sent forward a moderate quantiDetroit Relief Committee and the Fire Relief the “family sleigh.” They would not
spectfully referred to the report of the State
ty of furmtute,consisting of bedsteads,chairs,
David H. Jerome.
Commission, part being sold and credited in accommodate more than two persons.
Fire Relief Commission,which covers the
tables, tin and wooden ware, and crockery,
Executive Office,Lansing,Feb. 23, 1882.
cash donations,the remainderdistributed to
traUaactiouif of committeesat Detroit, East
useful and substantial in kind and character,
Then they frequently had good sleighthe sufferers or now in store :
Saginaw; Bay City and Flint, and to the stateand,
although
the
supply
to
each
family
was
ing for a couple of months, and sleighappendix.
Clothing,bedding and mixed merchandise,
necesearilv Umited, the requisitions of the disment of tho Port Huron Committee, both of
package* ....................................
ing parties were the order of the day.
which are hereto appended. I commend the
trict agents having been filled, it is believed Hardware,tinware,crockery, packages ........ IM
II e port aud Statement in Regard to
wants of these unfortunate citizens to ypur
that sufficienthas been distributedto supply Grain, flour, potatoesand seeds, hags .......... 3,423 The farm wagon-bodywas placed on the
Fire Relief,
the necessitiesof the sufferers, and enable them Grain, flour, potatoesaud seeds, barrels ........ 221 runners of the wood-sled,a lot of straw
generous consideration.
Furniture, stovesand stove furuitore,pieces. . 678 was put on the bottom, and the young
The tax rolls for the townships of Forester His Excellency, David H. Jerome, Governor of Mich- to resume housekeeping.
The abundant rams during October, falling Farming implement/andharness, piece*. ...... 428 men aud women seated themselves on
and Evergreen, in the county of Sanilae,were
^be Fire Relief Commission of Michigan, ap- upou the soil burned over and enriched by the Provisions,groceries, dried fruit, packages ..... 194
destroyedm the general conflagration, and legpointed bv you to supervise the work of relief fires, prodncod an abnndant crop of grass, Sashes, door* and blinds, packages ............ 190 the straw. The fiddler alwavs accomislation is now asked to legalize the action of
Books,
................................ ^ panied the party. They would drive to
to the sufferers by the disastrousfires in this
which, with the continued mild weather until
their authorities in making subsequeut proState on the 5th of Beptember last, in complivision for the collectionof the taxes in those
late in the season, proved of incalculable
Total number of packages and piece* ...... 0,755 some tavern, (there were no hotels then)
townships. I recommend that the necessary ance with a joint requestfrom tho several com- benefitand saved the lives of a large numUpon the basis of the relief which ha« been when the first thing in order was to get
mittees already engaged in the work, has the ber of cattle. At the proper time a circular
aetkn be taken.
honor to submit tho following report of its la- letter was sent to tbo several agents, requesting already afforded by the different committees, a glass of “flip.” Flip was simply
TAX OOMMnMON.
it is behoved that the funds now on hand will
cream beer, which was served up in large
During the last session you made provision bors to the presentdate :
them to notify the sufferers that hay would be bo sufficientto subsist the sufferersuntil Apnl
The work of relieving tho sufferers being still
for tho appointment of a commission to prefurnishedto each family so entitled at the rate 1. It would have been very gratifying to have mugs. Every landlord had an iron rod
in progress, and a portion of the funds intrust- of one ton foreash head of cattle,at the maxipare a bill lor the assessment, levy aud collecbeen able to state that the sufferers would from about two feet long, with a ball on the
ed to our charge for that purpose yet unex- mum number of one team and one cow, three
tion of taxes. The commission appointed has
end about the size of a walnut, which
pended, tho report of your oommission is nec- head in all, to those requiring so many, and to that date be able to support themselves, or
performed its work with much labor and intellthat the funds so generously donated would was heated redhot and run in every glass
advise those who possessedmore, without havigence. The bills so prepared are herewith essarilyincomplete.
of beer, which heated it and made it
The commission has, from tbe date of us or- ing otherwise the means to subsist them, to be sufficientto accomplishthat end.
submitted for your consideration. I have conThe fact remains,however, that much yet is
ganizationon the 10th of October last to the dispose of the surplus while in a fit condition
foam. This was called “flip.” After
fidence that upon examination the work of the
requiredto be done for our unfortunate fellowpresent time, held regular meetings upon every for sale. The advice was generallyfollowed,
commission will commend itself in its comprecitizens. and the commission deems it its duty drinking flip the music struck »ip and
lawful day, and have devoted much rime and and one ton of hay issued. In this connection
hensiveness as a great improvement over the
to submit for consideration, withoutany specift there was a dance, and those who did not
careful thought <b tbe discharge of the im- it should be understood that the amount of hay
present system,and will receive at your hands
recommendation as to tbe amount which may desire to dance played games of different
portant and onerous duties assignediL While
so furnishedby the commission and other com- be required, a few of the principal wants of the
such careful considerationas the importance
maintaining a watchful supervisionover the mittees was not considered sufficientto winter
kind&
of tho subject demands.
contributionsintrusted to it by the generous the cattle so supplied, but ratber as tbe maxi- people for which aid is yet necessary,and
congressional apportionment.
which
no
means
are yet provided to supply.
Whose Son Was He!
people throughout the land, and using its best
mum quantity which the funds then on hand
A biH for the reapportionraentof
the pbpular
It will be seen that only such needs are rejudgment to secure a faithful, impartial and would warrant
“Papa,”
said little Harry the other
representation in Congress,on tho basis of the
ferred to as have already either formed a part
judicious distribution of tbe same to those who
tenth oensns, only awaits the signatureof the
The
remar kably-mild weather, however, of the work of relief or have become connected evening, “ is your father a gun ?”
were reportedto it by proper authority as enPresidentto become a law. and it will devolve
while it has prevented much out-door work with therewith,a* in the case of taxes, for the paythat a funny question,
upon you to adjust tho Coogresaionaldistricts titledto receive aid, not a single individual at>* teams, has at the same time enabledthe suffer- ment of which money donated for the subsistpeal has been made (and the number of these
boy.
Of
course, he is not ; he is a
of the State in accordancetherewith.
ers to practice the closest economy in feeding, ence of tbe sufferers has been in many cases
man.”
two members have been added to the repre- has been very large) but has received careful so that the allowance has lasted fora longer
consideration
and investigation by the commisused.
sentation of Michigan, and tho relative progress
“That’s what I thought; but last
sion, so that relief asked for should, if practi- time than was anflcipated. ,
The followingcomprise the principal heads
which this fact exhibits will be a subject of genThe
oommission
is of the opinion that an adnight
when yonng Mr. June, that you
cable, be promptly givou-if the* applicant was
under ahich aid will oe required after April 1,
eral congratulation
among our citizens.
ditional half ton per head, which it is now enfound
entitled t» it
to supply part of which it is essential that op- don’t like, kissed sister Mary, over the
THE STATE HOUSE OF CORRECTION AJjD REFORMImmediately upon tho organizationof your gaged in distributing, will, should the spring erations should be commenced as early as prac- front gate, she told him to be careful or
ATORY AT IONIA. ‘r
oommission the Detroit ReUef Committee prove as favorablein proportionas the winter
, .
father would hear ; and Mr. June said :
The number of inmates in this institution,on
turned over to it the books and recordsof has hitherto been, not only subsist the cattle
1. Provisions for subsisting teams during
the first of tbe present month, had increased to
* Pshaw, I ain’t afraid of that old son
until the 1st of April as contemplated, but,
every kind belonging to that committee, to600. Tho contracts for their labor cover but
with the aid of some coarse grain to feed the seedingtime. ,
of a gun ;’ and then they both laughed,
gether with a condensedreport of the receipts
2.
Seed
for
spring
sowing.
ono-balfthis number, or 300, leaving 300 unemand he kissed her again. Ain’t that
aud disbursements,and the remaining cash and teams daring seedingtime, carry them through
3. Money to pay taxes.
ployed, save thoee necessary to do the domestic
merchandise in tho hands of the committee, aa till grass.
4. Subsistence for the people until they can funny?” The old gentleman was abwork of the prison. For the latter purpose
Upon a careful review of the position of the
realize from their lands and labors.
sorbed in thought, and did not reply.—
sixty are sufficientWhat can be done to em^Shortly thereafterthe relief committees of sufferers,and of the reports from the agents in
Other losses occurred to a very considerable
nlov tbo 240 idle prisoners? One hundred of
responseto a requestfor informationthereon,
Steubenville Herald.
East Saginaw, Flint aud Bay City made similar
amount in school bouses, fences, bridges, culthem are now constantlylocked in their colk reDorta to your commission, mat oi me
was resolved early in November to substitute.
it was reawou
£
reports
tb^t oMheJirst it
verts aud public edifices.For these tho comSelfishnessis at the bottom of all
and the remainder kept at onremunerative aud
missiondid not feel warranted in making apsubstantially unnecessary work. Thus it is evpropriation from tho funds at its disposal
ident that the number of prisoners has in-
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TO THE LESISLATUEE.

fer their proper employmentThis is not for
lack of opportuniUes to contract for their labor. The managers report applicationsfor
labor, at fair prices, for manufacturing purposes, to be carried on within the prison walls.
The shops now constructed are occupied by
the present contractors, aud employmentcannot be increaseduntil more room is provided.
The managers have submitted plans for additional shops to cost some $10,000 for material,
the prisoners to do the labor of construction.
They also estimate that the prsou roceipls can
thereby be increased from $30 to $40 per day
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FACTS FOR THE CURIOUS.

Relative Size of States.

Norwegians at Table.

•

The

figures commonly employed to indicate the area of the several States of

* The

pitch of note produced by the
wings of the gnat hi the act of flying is
the Union have been found to be incortwo octaves higher than the highest note
rect, and the Census Bureau has issued
of a seven-octavepiano.
an extra bulletinoorreeting the prevaThe most ancient manuscripts are lent errors so far as it is possible to do
written without accents, stops or^separa- so from the data at hand.
tion between the words, nor was it until
According to the old estimate the area
after the ninth century that copyists
of the United States, exclusive of Alaska,
began to leave spaces between words.
is 8,026,494 square miles. According to
Architects and manufacturersof tbe new estimate it is 3,025,600, of which
stained-glass windows are said to get the 17,200 are coast water of bays, gulfs,
prettiest of their designs from kaleido- sounds, etc.; 14,500 aro made up of
scopes, which they turn until they find the areas of rivers and smaller streams,
a design that suits their purpose.
and 23,900 of the .areas of lakes and
More than half of the ships of thd ponds.
There remains a total land surface
globe are coaled with English coal, and,
though the output last year reached the of abont 2,970,000 square miles. Virextraordinarydimensions of 147,000,000 ginia, in the old estimate, has a total
tons, the whole of it obtained a market. area of 38,348 square miles ; in the new,
includinga total water surface of
A pact interestingto mineralogists 42,450,
2,325 square miles. and geologists has been brought to light
It is of interestto observe the wide
at the gdd fields in Australia, namely,
contrast in area between, for example,
that the quantityof gold in quartz does
California,with her 158,360 square
not diminish with the depth in all cases,
miles, and Rhode Island, with 1,350;
for in some mines the gold is still abunbetween Massachusetts, with
dant at a depth of 650 feet, and shows no
8,315
square miles, and Texas,
sign of diminution.

or

with

265,780. Arizona has 113,200 square miles of surface; Colorthe selectionof food, which has the ado, 103,925; Dakota, 149,100; Monpower of producing organic changes in tana, 146,080; Nevada, 110,700; New
the bodies of the voung, even to the deMexico. 122,580. Delaware has 2,150,
terminationand development of sex, so and the District of Columbia 70. New
that, by the administrationof it under York, which has 49,170, is not as large
what may be called artificial conditions, as North Carolina, which has 52,250, and
Bees have an

intuitive guidance in

certain selected individuals can be

made

the mothers and queens of future hives.

lacks nearly 10,000 square miles of the
area of Georgia.— iVen; York Times.

The brilliant light of the electricarc
is found to be much less dangerousto
the eyes than was for some time believed. So high a medical authority as

or

bronchia*or kindred affections of throat or
hmg*, send two stamp* for Dr. R. Y. Pierce’*
l realise on these mala die*. Addrea* the doctor

the London Lancet reports that but ‘one
case of serious injury from exposure to

the dazzling light has come under

_

TO CONSUMPTIVES,
thow with weak long*, ipitting «f Wood,

Buffalo, N.

Y.

its

’

low

ebb

each

other and express sympathy
interest in the veriest trifle of life,

Har

ml

cm

to the

Moat Delicate.

Brito fslthfnl qm C«Binnpilnnhaa been eared
dance and grimace fully five min-*
utes at an open door before they can
determine wliich shall enter first, are
exceedinglyill-bred daring meal time.
Their knives wander so far down their
throats that one must at least admire
their courage, though failing to appre- Luno Balsam has Cubed kib Mother or Uonbchfciate its object. In these feats they Ties aft«r the phyairUn hid girm her up u Incar ible.
He up others knowing her cue hive taken the Balum
rival the professionalknife -swallowers a'trtaT*0 <IUr*d 1
*n M> *ffl,ct^1S’™ l»
of Bombay. They hold their forks like . Da- Merimth, DentUt.ofCincinnati, was thonaht to
,TAQ.“ OrGojtlL’MFTlOHAnd ww Induced
pens. Even a four- fined fork is not by hu friend*
to try Allens Lung Halum alter the forconsidered too unwieldy to use as a tmiU wu ahown him. We Ime his lettsrthat It at onoe
oured hia cough,and that ha waa able to resume hu
toothpick. All knives are put promis- pnctiOS.
graham A Co.. Wholesale DntgglaU.Zaneacuously into the butter dish — which in- _Wm.A.
Ttlle Oulo, writes ua of the care of Mathiu Freoman a
deed is never provided with a separate well known clt sen, who hat l>een afflictedwith Hbon.
aiiTia In llsworat fo.m for twelve year*. The Lung
implement. Also when spoons ore furn- Balaam cured hlm.aaltbumanyothen.of
Bronchitis.
ished for a public dish a Norwegian
AS ALSO
generally prefers using his own. Eggs
are sucked from the shell. The people
Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
eat most voraciously, displayingtho appetites of tigers, and majung disagreeable
Asthma, Croup,
noises with their mouths. They rise
All DIm* uare of the Throat, Lungw and
and reach across the table for something
Ptaliuouory Organ*.
you could readily pass them, and some0. 8. Martin, Drnggiit, At Oikly,Ky_ writes that the
times a person gets up and walks to the Udle* think there la no remedy eg ualto Lung h.im»
for CROUP end WHOOPIMfOOUaH.
end of the table for some particular dish
he fancies. When the plates are changed Mothers will And it e safe end sure remedy to give thak
children whan afflictedwlthCroip.
at the end of a course the knives and
It Is harmltss ts the most delicatechild
forks are apt to be simply wiped by the
It containsno Opium In any form!
waiter upon a towel in fall sight, and
fV Recommendedby Physicians,Miniate ra sod
then complacentlyreturned to you.
And yet it was the Scandianvians who
won from Voltairethe praise of being As an EXPECTORANT]! las No EflML
the “Frenchmen of the North,” on ac«0LD IY ALL MEDICINE OEALMt
count of their punctilious politeness.
Kind-heartedand well meaning, but
surely somewhat deluded old man.
Norsk, Lapp, and Finn, by Frank VinooMFororo or

EMIGRANTS.

who

AN IMMENSE AREA OF RAILROAD

AND GOVERNMENT LAN DM, OF CHEAT
FERTILITY. WITHIN BABY REACH OF
PERMANENT MARKET, AT EXTREME.
LY LOW PRICKM, I* now offeredf*r sal* la

BAMTERN OREGON and EAMTERN WARM.
1NGTON TERRITORY,

h*

GRAIN AT PORTLAND. OREGON, COMA PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OR.
TAINBD IN CHICAGO.
oomph/Un of tho Northern PWolflo R. R.U now assure*, and guarantees
to settlere cheap and quick transportation
and food markets both Bast and West The

MANDS

-

-

V?

•""’/•Hd line to the
Paciflo, toycjher tHth the constructionof tho
700 miles of railroad by tho O. M.

•MfewW

i in tho
9%uo of the lands
----ts purchase and pre-emption,
There is ooory indication of an mormons
mwwiMHl of populationto the Columbia
Bioor region in tho immsdtato future,

open

LANDS SHOW

N* Failar*

AVERAGE YIELD

am

at

WHEAT PER ACER.

40 BUMHKL8 OF

of Crept aror

ka*wa.

I

»
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l

beneath. Now and then one would

The Best Field

STRICTLY PURE.

and
and

CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.

A. L. STOKES.
Gra’I Easter* Paes’r Ageat,
ft Clark Bt., Cklemg*, Ilk

an

wnaoES

Now then, let’s go in and be resthetic
This is a modern courtship in a nutwith
a whoop and a hooray ! Let’s yank
shell
:
The
lights
were
so
bright
that
How often do we hear the query,
they seemed garish, and tho parlor of the American eagle off the coinage* and
“ What becomes of all the dead birds?’1
The secret of their mysterious disnp- the McWishes was radiant in upholstery substitute the sunflower ! We’ll get rid
pearance was but just now half told by of the past decade. Eulalie, the pride of that abominably misshapen eagle, by
this course, anyway
the buzz of those brown wings, and the of the family, just making preparations
for
celebrating
her
nineteenth
birthday.
other half is welcome <o any one who
Ou Thlrtf Days’ Trial.
Old Bullion making an evening call
will take the trouble to follow their lead
Tho
Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall.Mich., will
This beetle is one of man’s incalculable “Mv dear Miss Me Wish. There isin- end their Elcctro-Voltaio Belt* ana other Eleo*
benefactors. It is his mission to keep deed a disuaritv in our ages. You have trie Appliance*on trial for thirty day* to any
youth and beauty. I, years and wealth. uereon afflicted with Nervoo* Debility, Lost
fresh and pure the air we breathe. Ho
But I trust there can be some reciproc* Vitality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing
is the sexton that takes beieath the
ity
between us?” “Indeed, my dear oomulete restoration of vigor and manhood.
mold not only the fallen sparrow, but
Address as sbote withoutdeity.
Mr. Bullion, wealth is not to be despised.
the mice, the squirrels, and even much
N. B.— No risk i* incurred,u thirty days'
Neither
is old age— and delicate health.” trial is allowed.
larger creatures that die in our woods
and fields. Beneath that clump of yar- The last clause in an undertone. A kiss
Warranted.
row I found just what I expected— a that was like the rattling of an old
small dead bird— and the grave diggers
were in the midst of their work. Already the rampart of fresh earth was
raised around the body, and the cavity
was growing deeper with every moment,
as the busy diggers evacuated the turf

1 Good Family Remedy.

in

Norway. Consistencydoes not seem to
be regarded as a jewel The same people who bow so very ceremoniously to

cent, Jr.

Modern Courtship.

notice, and in that instance the exposure
was unusually severe and prolonged.

Table manners are at a

parchment against a satin cushion closed
that bargain. We’ll bet the old man
outlives her. — New Haven Register

Edinburg,111., Dec. 15, 1881.
Wo recommend IWe Cnro to all our cuatomera. and, in fact, warrant every bottlu ; and

We

are elad to say it gives entire satisfaction.
think it the best cough remedy in the market.

PURE COD LIVER
OIL AND LIKE.

£79 AWKKK. Ills day
D

/

£

outfit free.

at home eruiUy made. Costly
Address Thus A Co., Augusta, M*.

XTT A rnnTTTffn u*UMfs*ns*.aearvw,suae are

AlwAAlJ

**

To Conanmptlves.— Many have been hnppv
give their twtlmony In favor of tho u*e of •* Wilbor't
Pure Cod. Liter Oil and Lime." Kaneriencn has proved
wmody for Con-umption, Aathma,
Piphtherin,and all dl«ea*n*oftho Throat and I.unca.
Manufactured only by A. B. WlLDOB, ChcmUt, Boiton.
bold by all druggists.

Awtrlosa

Vat«kC*.,riUakargk.rs.

to

GUNS

•88

Revolvers. OataMge* he*. lASm*
One! V«L tan W«rU riiubervh. Fa.

PRACTICAL BOOKS FOR FARM AND GARDEN.

American Botanist and

The

aiMYisssss

Phy
e

in

Bv R. M.

*

BARNES

Wls

for fruit-growers'
•.li-pacluwecircular

r—

to.

N. D.

Batterson,Buffalo, N, Y.

....

^

R.8.4 A. P. IiAOKY,
. A*t*ei
p
Sydney Smith being ill, hi* physician advised
Brownback Bros.
--- - ---- — v», _______ lrl-rr --- Hand
him to “take a walk upon an empty stomach.”
Book” and “ How to Procura Patents" Mgl/ree.
“Upon whose?” asked Sydney. 'Stillbetter
Cat&rrU of tho Bladder.
steps to take would bo the purchase of Dr R.
Stinging, smarting,irritationof the urinary
V. Piorce,’s “ Golden Medical Discovery” and
passages^diseased discharges, cured by Buchu“ Pleasant PurgativePellets,” which areesoeprepailjjjy expra,^
paiba. $1 at druggi
cially valuable to those who aro obliged to lead
$1.25, 6 lor *5. E.iS. Wells, Jersey City, N. J.
s-denUnr lives, or who art afliicted with any
i a ry
chronic disease of the stomach or bowels. By
Hopkinv Movvore.

PATENTSgaSSl_

PENDLETON.

Either of the foregoingwill be sent to any
postpaid, on receipt of ft 00. A. H.
share, ill A 118 WiELun St., New York.
PubUshere,

sit.

NOTIGE^S*^ n
—

Florist.

ALPHONSO WOOD.
Manual ot Scientific Agriculture.
By

roots.

11

address,
A OO.,

BL0UNT8 PRJDUFIC” OORR

Ha* produced over 180 huahel* per sore ; grow* two end
on a .talk ; one stalk had 7 lbs. ; most produoUve

*lz ears

P^l bul^r fS4

500 *”

“•

^

1

,’000 |r'anl> t1' P™*

_

fliitf end 800 buaheftper ____ _
popular
PotatoIn the Union; never hollow, smooth, mealy'
Ml, end
keeper*;grow* to, fast for the ---- * ~

Will vield
excellent

*

emerge on a tour of inspection, even
rummaging among the feathers of that
lUoulersend circular*
»:thl*will not appear gain.
i
silent throat, and climbing upon the
D
Free ffiiSgWSrsa K. S. TEAGARDEN A SONS, Davenport,lows.
Plfimy breast to press down the little
on receipt
body into the deepening grave. These
We call the attention of our readers to the
nature-burials are by no means rare, and
advertiaement,in this issne, of the Hopkins
Ohio takes the school-ma’amcake,
Mower, which has como rapidly to the front,
where the listless eye fails to discover
’xiie teacher in what is called “equalit- and is popular wherever known.
them the nostrils will often indicate the school district,”in the town of Kush
Are due ALL
L BOLDVERR wholly or partiallydieway, and to any one desirous of witness- Creek, describedas “a sprightly young
ab.'ed by woninda injuries or die****receivedor sonEvery Home should contain Eilort’s Extract
M Uiorg*btn.t, CiaciusU, Ohio.
U.S.ie^lcelnllneofduty.
Pensionser*
ing the operation, without the trouble of
lady of slender form and almost effemi- of Tar and Wild Cherry. Thia elebrated remedy
will surely cure Colds, Coughs, Croup, Catarrh,
search, it is only necessary to place in
IUT.r«TRATRD
CATALOGUE
FRER
nate appearance,” drew the reins of
PertUl deafness,etc. Widow*.Orph,
some convenient spot of loose earth the government a little to tight too suit Consumptionand all Bronchial complaints.
DependentParent*entitled.Thonsai
fliotuande of pensioners
Common
Colds neglected, are the cause of one•ra entitledto Jntrnmd Jiatu. Ntalteltd end nefrrtrd
carcass of Romo small animal. The most
some of the big boys, and one day nine half the d-aths.Don’t wait for sickness to come,
For blanksend In formacasual observer could not fail soon to be
of them— great strapping fellows, some but this day take home a bottle of Eilort’sEx-

PENSIONS

<

attracted by the orange spotted beetles.

almost young men— undertook to pick tract of T&r aud Wild Cherry, for it may save
the life of a loved one, when dolav would be
her up and carry her out of the house. death. Bold by all Druggists,
CD
!U° •EJECTION* for Autograph
Health and Strength.
But she didn’t pick up and carry worth
f
When you wi»h to renew your health ; when
a cent She took a big stick and fought
Mknsman'i Peptonized Beef Tonic, tho only UonCa’d*,language of Flowei* 6 Aotreeses’ Picture*,
the various organ* of life are weakened by long
1 Star Puszle.2 Chemical Puzzles, and an elght-paga
preparationof beef containingits entire nutriliterarypaper on trial 3 raonthz. All the above sent on
suffering and distress,then use a medicine that with desperation, broke the ringleader’s
will act in perfect harmony with the entire syshead and thrashed the whole crowd back tious properties.It contains blood-making,
tem. Use a modicine that will build up without into their seats. That school district force-generatingand life- sustainingproperties ; ihvaluable for indigestion,dyspepsia,
tearing down. Use a medidno that will create
just now holds the most popular girl in
nervous prostration, and all forms of general
a healthy appetite. Use a medicine that will
all the county.
debility ; also, in all enfeebled conditions,
strengthenevety part of the body and remove

EC

KtE

blood impurities, thus giving disease no opportunity for reaction. Such a remedy is Dr.
Guysott’s Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla.It is
a true strengthener,
a sure reviver,a perfect enricher of the blood. It contains nothing hurtful to the most delicate constitntion.Its principal ingredients aro Yellow Dock, Sarsaparilla,
Juniper, Bncho, Calisaya Bark and Celery.
Try one Lottie. Its effectis charming.
all

CURED A

20

YEARS’ INVALID;

No. 422 Entmc Street,Baltimore. Man/land.
-Dr. R. V. Piebce, Buffalo, N. Y.: Dear Sir—
My wif# was s hopole**invalid for nearly twentv years. Your “Favorite Prescription ” has
cured her. Gratefully, R. T. MgCay.

_

Knight, “his Majesty was seen to scratch
his head with his fork, and also with his
When the late Lord Westbnry ob- knife and afterwards go on eating with
lerved of one of his contemporaries that them.” But there is this to say: Areal
he had not a sincle redeeming vice, he blue-bloodedKing would never rake his
made a remark that was far less cynical head with his forefinger,and a nine-carat
than it would at first sight appear to be. diamond.
No man can live np to the best which is
A Happy Reatoratlon.
in him. To expect a human creature to
Portland, Mich., Aug. 25, 188L
H. H. Warner 4 Co. : Sirs—l most heartily
recommend your Safe Kidney and Liver Cure
to all suffire’rrt from urinary difficulties.I owe
my present exiatonce to its use.

be all genius, all intellect, all virtue, all
dignity, would be as absurd as to expect
that midnight should be all stars. Curiosity

___

abont the minor incidents in the
men is to a certain extent

lives of great

legitimate, and even profitable,but there
is, perhaps, on one day at least, some
find

its

Why

may

gratify our vanity, but it may sometimes lead to very erroneousconclusions.

often been struck with tho
significance of an anecdote which

nephew about Canning:

“

his

I remember

one day filing to consult Canning on a
ttnatterof great importance to me, when
’he was staying at Enfield. We walked
into the woods to have a quiet talk, and
as we passed some ponds I was surprised
to find that it was a new light to him
that tadpoles turned into frogs. ‘Now,
don’t yon,’ he added, 'go and tell that
story to the next fool you meet.’ Canning could mle, and did role, a great and
civilizednation, but people are apt to
fancy that a man who does not know the
natural history of frogs must be an imbecile in the treatment of men.”— -Jempie

Bar.

_

bowels were sometime* loose and sometime constipated. I was very nervous. 1 could not
•leep well night*. My dream* were horrible,
Ky memory was bad. My whole system was
run down and my Wood seemed poisoned.
• pleasure in eating. I found no joy
Dr. Guy soU's Yellow Dock and Sarsa pacured me of all my distress.I think it’ is
best medicate m the world.”

manager.

suffer longer from the torment of an
? Kidney- Wort will cure you.

Aching back

We have

Hooknm Frere once related to

its

A Conundrum Explained.
“How do you come to ask six dollars
for this load of firewood, when John
Smith your neighbor, offers the same
kind of wood for four dollars ?” was the
question Gilhooly asked of the man in
charge of a load of fuel in Anstin.
*' Well, you see I am going to be indicted for stealing this wood, and I will
have to pay a lawyer to prove my innocence. That’s why I have to charge two
dollars a load extra.”
“ Doesn’t John Smith steal his wood,
too?”
“Certainly he does. He cuts 4 off
the same tract of land wherd I got this.”
“ Well, doesn’t he have to mre a lawyer, too, to prove his innocence.”
“ Of course not. He is never indicted
by the Grand Jury.”
“Why don’t the Grand Jury indict
him ?”
“ Because he’s always appointed foreman. He has got more influence than I
’mve.” — Texas Siftings.
}'

Tn

more breve to

live

than to die.” There-

fore don’t wait till a alight Cough develops itself

into consumption, bat secure

a

bottle of

Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup at the small outlay of
I 25

cents, cure your

Ouugh and

live

I

resultingfrom pulmonary complaints. Caswell, Hazard 4 Co., proprietors, New York.

I

able sleep; effects cure* where
(rialconrinm themoit ekeptlrul.

I

*

ram°f jlnlgvlllt"rir’iv’ma11-

on happily.

HISTORYiOb

Umpire*, the middle ages, the crusade*, tbe feudalsyetem, the reformation, lb* .discovery and settlementof
the Nsw World.etc.,
etc.
It contain*672 fine htatorteel engraving*,
end la the
moat complete Historyof thaWortd avar published.
Bend for spoolmenpagra and aztra term* to Agents.
Address NatioialPuhuihixciCo, Chicago,HL

A

Uncle Sam's ConditionPowder prevents

------

FITS! EPILEPTIC FITS,

F

_

.... FVo* Am. Journal of Modietno.
l«tl*U Of
of L0IW»,,
London),mm.
who uu
make* medal,
.PFiAiV N***r°l*Jlel*
ty of Kpilapay, has without
without doubt
dLubt treaUd
treated and
and cured more

togetherwith »

“dr?

VALUABLE TREATISE on

rr^°uuVEi?iT“a”^"o:
(‘•arl bt. New

tbla dU-’

^

York.

Natural petroleum,deprived of its color and
disagreeable odor without distillationand the
lid of acids or alkalies,is what the Carholino is
Hade from. As now improved and perfected it
» a beaufifulpreparation,aud performs

case# than any other living physician.His sucoeasha*
_______
amply been astonishing ; we hare heard of oeaaa of
of over
•tending aucceasfuJIy cured by him. Ha has
publisheda work on this disease, which he sends, with a
large bottle of hie wonderful cure, free to any sufferer
who rn*y send their ezpreeaend poef offlr*address. W#
edvlo,any one wtihlnc e cure to add eu
D*. AB. MK8EROLE, No. W John Bt, New Yoth.

10

##JU8T lit

all

ME SHOW TOU”
DR. FOOTE'S

that is claimedfor it as a hair restorer.

Frazer Axle Grease continue* to lead all
competitors,by a largo majority. For sale by
all dealers. Ask for iu

KBMCUKD

Fit

O.YI DLATII.

JOriNBOlPSANODYNE LINIMENT

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH HINTS
vfl

AND READY REUIPBB.

positively prevent this terrible disease, end will po**>
tlvcly
lively cure nine cases out of ten.
ten. Infornietlonthsd
will save many lives, sent free bv m*il. Don't dehty*
moment. Prevention la better
..... tbi
-jan cure. L 8.
1. Jomsh
SOR k Co., Boston, Magi., formerly
forme
Bangor,

“

‘

Worth D8ff. Cost 05oi

“

By theenthorof

MAh*

“fuiM Hon Tug"

.

take Dr. William Hall’* Balsam,end be codvtneed that OOXeCMPTlON car be cured. I can posh
livelysay it has hone more good then ell the other medV
•Use I have taken since my siokneee.

an

"

Mzouua

(Jono* Snru.”

William J Cooghlin,of Somerville, Maaa., says : In the
fen of 187* I waa taken with bleedingof the lungs, fob
lened by ^severe cough. I loot ray appetite and flash,
end wee confined to my bed. In 1877 I was admitted to
the hoepital The doctors said I had e bole in my lung as
big es e half dollar. At one time a report went around
that I was dead. I gave ap hop*, but a friend told me of
Dr. William Hall's Balsam for the Luna*. I got
e bottle, when, to my surprise, I commenced to feel better, end today I feel better than for three years past. I
write this hoping every one afflictedwith diseasedlungs

of

.forth* Cur*

‘ofbairand
_______ It cures

.

Loading London Phy.

•‘SSUffESteri"

-------

.
----- , Fevers and most of
the diseasesto which Horses, Cattle, Sheep,
Hogs and Poultryare subject, and should be
used by every one owning or having the care of
stock. Sold by all Druggist*.

WORLD

Embracing full and authenticaccountsof every nation of ancientand modem time*, and includinga history of the rie# *nd fall of tbe Greek and Itoman

Bold by druggist*.

Mathews.

It is a singular fact that one of the
earliest English theaters had a monk,

being carried too far. To Geofrey, for
the great on a level with onrselves

danger of

J. 8.

whether result of exhaustion,nervous prostration, overwork or acute disease,particularly if

disease, purities the blood, improves the appe-

Bad manners disgraced the King of
Sweden. “At supper,” says Miss

Whit Canning Did Not Know.

IASTHMA.euB|B|

P

Advice shoot DaQj
ilte, end lad pee for Coreaf
Common
AH'
------- ImenUi a valuable Book off
Referencefor every family.

128

Orer
-

Half lllUra
Acre*

iGBS

ot

m
on Nundng the Sick, on Kmrrgendes, together with eome ot the Private Pormhla
of Dr. Foot*, and other phyetdansof high
repute, and for preparing food for Invalid*
69* AG ANTS WAN fgD.

For lei* by the

Ion R,R. Land Co
Csdtr RapMs, Ioml

Murray Hill Book Publishing Co.,

will

Iffllaat

use NONE BUT THE BEST
THE GREAT FAMILY

^
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the chance
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Panama canal exists in the archives of
Venezuela (which, by the way, is not a

for Farmers.

“city,” as some of the continentalpapas
say

is,) bearing the date

it

1780. A canal
was broached

Our popular wagon manufacturer

project, document records,

FLIEMAN.

J.

declared that the obstacles to the under-

taking were iniurmountabte. “Native

•

FALL AND WINTER GOODS

in the reign of Philip II, blit Flemish

engineers surveyed the territory and

governors," continues this record, "there- a^nybody^Jl'li'Them^ZeeTa^and^latms that

upon pointed out

to the king the

enormous

in

commercial disadvantageslikely to arise
to Spain from such an undertaking,
consequence whereof Philip

II,

any

I

j

Some of those goods

will be sold at Cost, such as
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Ladies’

& Buttoned Shoes

Gents’ Buckled

Call and Examine.

person alluding by word or writing to
the project.”

Also keeps on hand a

line of

week as Henry Walton of

last
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issued a

rescriptwhicli threatenedwith death

One day

^

ihey are a
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wagon ™

WINTER

Boys’ and Yoimg Men’s

SUITS

of

CLOTHING

North Colchester, Ont. (opposite Detroit),

IjI

was driving

a load of corn-fodder, he no-

ticed that one of the wheels of the

someway, and

was blocked in

down

off the load

was horrifiedto

Qngn anH Jah

getting

little boy, aged 7 years, tightly

'

BUQQIBS,

ALSO AGENT FOR

WORKS.
FLIEMAN,

and expired. It appears that
he had run up behind the wagon and
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NOW

TO

Holland, Mich

Shingles, Lime,

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

-A.T-

Specific Medicine.

positive care for Spermatorrhoea,
Seminal
It is a.
ss.____
Impotency,
ana alt diseases resulting
Weakness
. .
If- Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss of Memfrom
Self-Abuse
unable to attend to business; I procured
ory. Pains in
A ITER.
BiroM.
your Burdock Flood Bitters, and was Back or Side
and diseases
relieved before half a bottle was used. I that lead to
intend to continue,as I feel confident Consumpt'n
Insanity and
that they will entirely cure me. Price
early

an

SpeciflcMedl
cine is beioj

days the jumping sheet used will, _ __
wonderfulsncceti.
practice has been going dn at different Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
get fall particular!.
places In Hamilton, Ont., citizenscoming
Price, Speclflc,$l per package,or six packages
down on the sheet In all forms. Several for *5. Address all orders to
J. B. 8IMPSUN MEDICINE CO.,
jumps have been made from the roof of a
three-story building fronting on

King

A man said he would give a
reward to any lady who would jump
from the second story of the Grand
opera house. His offer was at once accepted by Miss Annie Morgan, who offers

MICH.
GROCERY Sewing Machines g WYNHOFF
H

Mbenqs.

DRY GOODS

“One man was cured of sore

throat of

eight years’ standing with one bottle.

TTonr
New TTnimo
Home,

S

IRON

TORE

where

other called for, cheaper than else-

at

MEYER, BROUWER &

46_2m

River

CO.,
Street.

Etc.

DRY GOODS

|

Etc., Etc., which we offer for sale at very low
prices. Our motto is: “Quick Sales and Bma
Profits.”
Our dock of CROCKERY is large and complete,
and our stock of GROCERIESis constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and full.

as complete as possi
ble embracing all the latest and best made fabrics

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

best

BITTERS

medicine sold.
UniversalApprobation

By the community at

large

to Burdock Blood Bitters.No
instance is known where dissatisfaction
has been manifested by their use, or where
aught but benefit followed their adminis-

#Price $1.00.

tration.

You

can’t tell the bent of a girl’s

mind

wish your muscular system

strengthened?Do you need a stimulant
that is kind and friendly to the brain? Do

you desire good

flesh

and healthy blood?

Then use Brown’s Iron Bitters. It will
your case exactly.

suit

BROWN’S IRON BITTHRS are
a certain core ibr all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strength-

charm on the

digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the food, Belching,

DETROIT MUSIC
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12th,

STEKETEE

1880.

A BOS.

.

88-ly

CUB.

\FLDU(B AJ7Q FEEQ*
is

Woodward At®., Detroit,

BERDAN, HARRY

R.

WILLIAMS.

|

Call

Patents obtained through us are noticed in the PciAmerican. -This large and splendid Illustrated weekly paper.$3.20ayear,show8tbe
Progress
of Science, is verv interesting,
and has an enormous
circulation. Address MUNN & CO.. Patent Solidlure, pub’s, of Scientific American. 87 Park Row,
New York. Hand book about Patents free-

iX M
l»

_ _

of the

first

quality

AN

MA.IU'O’S
Which excel in quality and appearance
any before offered to the Public and prices
that defy competitionnt
MEYER, BROUWER & CO.,

Piano in the World

4g_2m

Wm. Knabe &

of

Ri*er Btreet.

Md.

DECKER

HARDMAN

THE MILLION!
Choo'i Balsim of

Ms

[Western Cottage Organ,

Oil

WILCOX

Hairinj, and it tfca roly Afaialute
Cura far Sufaeit Known.

This Oil ia extracted from a peculiar species of
small WHITE SHARK, caught in the Yellow Sea,
known as CarcharodonRomltlelii. Every Chinese
fishermanknows it. Its virtues as arestorative of
hearing were discoveredby a Buddhist Priest
about the year 1410. Its cares were so numerous
and
ao aeeminglv miraculous, that
the remedy was officiallyproclaimedover the en
tire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
orar 300 Jiari no Seafneu hai axlited among tha Chinete
paopla. Sent, charges prepaid, to any address at$l
per bottle.

many

Only Imported toy
Sole Agents for

HAYL03E

America. 7

Dey

St.,

A CO.
New York.

virtues arc unquestionable
and its curative
characterabsolute, as the writer can personally
testify, both from experienceand observation.
Among the many readers of the Review in one
part and another of the country, it Is probable that
numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such it
may be said: " Write at once to Haylock « Co., 7
Dey Street,New York, enclosing $1, and vou will
receiveby return mall a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody else, and whose curative
effects will be permanent. Yon will never regret
&o\ug *o."~ Editor MtrcantiU Retitw. 21-8ra.
Its

Calls the attentionof travelersto the oentiyl position of Its line, connecting the Esat and the

West

ATTENTION

by the ehortoat route,end canning passengers,
without change of oars, between Chicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffs, Leavenworth.Atchison,
Minneapolis and 8t. Paul. It connects In Union
Depots with all the principallines of road between
the Atlantic and the PacificOceans. Its equip-

Is a compound of the virtues of sarsaparilla, stillingia. mandrake,yellow dock, with
the iodide of potash and iron, all powerful
blood-making, blood-cleansing,and life-sustaining elements. It is the purest,safest,
and most effectual alterative medicine
known or availableto the public. The sciences of medicine and chemistry have never
produced so valuable a remedy, nor one i^o
potent to cure all diseases resulting from
impure blood. It cures Scrofula and

Whereas I purchasefor caah, I am enabledto
juat an cheap, if not cheaper, than the best

house* in the United State*.

CALL AT THE

Store No. 52 Eighth si,

PRINCIPAL+UNE

all scrofulous diseases, Erysipelas,
Rose, or St. Anthony’s FlrC, Pimples
and Face-grubs,Pustules, Blotches,

Holland, Miohiganv
|

or at

L

|

GRAND

G.

Holland, Mioh.
J

lit*

We will buy ail the Stave nnd Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
^Tickets for sals at aUprinelpalTiokst OOcssin
the United States and
, „
Baggage checked through and rates of fare always as low ss competitors that offer leas advan-

Canada.

cer

detailedinformation,get the Maps and Pold-

ers of the

GREAT RPCK ISLAND ROUTE,

At

Elm

,
I

CABLE,
E.fr.JOMN?
MVr.
Fau

Vitt-Frea.A

Gca

l

<*« t TkL A

CHICAGO-

*

Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolls. 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

For making

your nearest Ticket Offloe, or addreea

R. R.

I

contracts or further in-

formationapply to Fixter’s Stnve Factory.

Aft,

JAS. KONING.

,Oct.

MICHIGAN.

RANKAN8.

27,1881. [88— 6m.

Route hw nu •uperlorfor Albert
Lea. Minneapoila and St. Paul.
Nationally reputed aa
the flr««t

Cnlreml-^v-^g^^

ly concededto ^^£Q,J^>-^being
it purges out the foul corruptions which be the best equipped ^^SC^^JhroughCsr
contaminatethe blood and cause derange- Railroad in the World
Uni
ment and decay. It stimfllates and enlivens all claw* of ravel,
the vital functions, promotes energy and
strength, restores ami preserves health, amt
infuses uew life ami vigor throughoutthe
whole system. No sufferer from any d s-

for

All

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.’’

Indianapolis and Lafayette,and Omaha, Mtnneapolm and 8t. Paul and intermediate PQtnta.
All Through Passengers Travel on Past Express

•

KANSAS CITY

Woodsmen.

Seneca and Kankahas recently been opened betweenRichmond,

RAPIDS, •

Ulcers, Sores, Rheumatism, Mercurial

i

Farmers and

New and Direct Lins, via

A
kee,

No. 13 South Division Street,
Near Cor. of Monroe Street,

Boils, Tumors, Tetter, Humors,
Salt Rheum, Scald-head, Ring-worm.
Disease, Neuralgia, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities,Jaundice,
Affections of the Liver, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation,and General Debility.
By its searching and cleansing qualities

WHITE,

.ell

conned lonitmade

WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.

w,

Pamous

a)

And many other Makers; also first-clara Pipe
Organs can be
bt *een in this vicinity.

|

In UR;un

Paul, via the

and

DOWLING & PECK.

FoiitiTily Stitorai tha

AagUlIlUCUl XXUrAUU OMTUAIAAIUB KsAAMt*

BROS.,

FOR
Too

RT

Co., also the

Celebrated CHICKERING

CO.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS,

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLIND IPACIFIC

WYNHOFF.
1881. 83-6m.

THE FINEST MANUFACTURED

— w

ACQUAINTCO WITH THC OCOORAPHY Of TMli COUNTRY WILL «C BY CXAMIHINOTHIS MAP THAT THC
U1

and see our New Goods.

Holland, Sept. 22,

mine

8*. that .11 Iron Bitter, are made by Browr Cxmicaa
Co. and bare crowed red Hoe* and trad, mark on wrapper

|MO

band, e

butter and eggs,

Louis, Carlton. Memphis, New Haven, Richmond, Grand Trunk Junction.Sprlngwells, Tuscola. Mayvllle, Big Rapids, Chase. Reed City.
Mr. H. Werkman will remain in the
We continue to act as Solicitors for Patents.Caveat- Golden 'iVatreCo.. J. M. Rodl, Leader;Denison, store as heretofore.
:ton.
Trade Marks, Copyrights,etc., for the United States Texas; Whitney Family, Imlay City, Washingi
iW
M. HUIZENGA,
Canada, Cuba, England, France. Germany, etc. Vi e Flat Rock, etc., etc.
have had thlrty*Ave years’ experience.
B.

gists at $1.00 a bottle.
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for

St.

•

Baltimore,

also kept constantly on

The highest prices is paid
and other Country Prodnce.

Send for our Catalogue. The followingbands

Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,
etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

BROWN CHEMICAL

CO.

m,6
PATENTS
Holland, Oct.

ens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a

by the fiend of a hat she wears.

Do you

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C.

has been

given

DRY GOODS,
Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns^

Which wc Intend to keep

what have been cured when other remedies

have added a complete stock of

GENTS’ URNISHING GOODS,

have a number of cases of rheumatism

have failed. We consider it the

We

Alioa very large and assorted stock of

We

:

M. Huizenga & Go,
EIGHTH STREET.

and Singer.

Etc.,

lr jMnasra

Hfiif jflT

SUCCESSOR TO

Wilson, Crown,
Victor, Domestic

Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,-alwave of the Freshest tnd Purest,
but also all kinds of farmers Produce, Provisions,

from P. 0. Sharpless,druggist,
Oil, says:

D,

IT

NEW

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.

a six story building.

Thomas’ Eclectric
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Facti.
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Sold in Holland by D. R.

HARRINGTON,
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grave. The

For some

in writing of

reasonable prices.
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also Lath,

had ;

ALL KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

serious disorder of the kidneys, and often

from

etc., at

as fencing, etc., can also be

of lumber, such

MreatEiroiieuHiittMlr.].B. Siipa'a

“I have been for over a year subject to

to leap

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

A few thousand feet

J.

attemptedto climb up on the load.
,

'

BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

a few tlmei

li.oa

AUsTO SHOES, ETC., ETC.

nice awortment of Cutters for Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

being taken out the little fellow breathed

Kidney Complaint Cared.
B. Turner, Rochester, N. Y.,

t

his And a

find

wedged
between the wheels and wagon, and
crushed ilraostinto a shapeless mass. On
own

BOOTS

AUSTD

Rnvt.

Sarsaparilla a fair trial.
It is folly to experimentwith- the numer-

i

Depot*.

1

1

la a

positiveend effectualremedy for

all

Nerv-

Try it,

ous low-priced mixtures, of cheap materials,
and without medicinal virtues, offered as Celebrated Line fo
find traveling a ory, Impaired Brain Power, and disease* from
blood-purifiers, while disease becomes more
luxury, Instead which an unnaturalwaste of life springa, all of
laleat all office*
firmly seated. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is a
rbich cannot fail to undermine the whole
of a dlahe
U.
8. *n<^C
medicine of such concentrated curative
All
power, that it is by far the best, cheapest,
informalloir
and most reliable blood-purifier known.
ejuvenate* age and reinvigomes youin.
about Kate*
Physicians know its composition, prebach package contain* suffle ent for two week*
Fare. SleepingCara,
scribe it. It has been widely used for fortv
et^^cheerfudvjdveia^^^^
reatment. ftrlte for pamphlet,which will be
vears, and has wort the unqualified confient free, with full
..
T. J
PERCEVAL LOWELL
deuce of ((pillionswhom it has benefited.
•Id Flee Prti't A (itv'l Vnnnrjer, Gtn. Fnu. Agt:
ChlrHgu.
Chicago, 111,
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer &. Co.,
CO..
Practical and Analytical ChemiaU,

^

l

Canada.

^Tort

POTTER.

”*il
bSSScS
111.

Lowell, Mass.
•old by all nnuGutsTd EYF.nYWur.nt.
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